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Sick And Tired Of Whitewater Scandal
Whitewater, indictments, the
First Lady, impeachment,
President Clinton and Arkansas.
Special prosecutor Starr has
spent five years of taxpayer's
money trying to dig up dirt from
the Clinton's past. This is
America's scandal.

Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Dr. Mildred Henry
I listened to the Sunday, May
18, 1997 edition of Meet the
Press with mounting fury. I am
sick and tired of hearing about

I could care less what
happened years ago in Arkansas
when I have to turn 500 youth
away today who seek summer
employment through the PAL
Education and Employment
Center in Muscoy.
We are grateful for the San

articles appeared rn newspapers.
We discontinued disseminating
applications at 550 - two months
before the summer youth
program is to begin June 26.
Yes, we referred youth to other
contractors, but they are in the
same predicament. This is

B ernardino County Pri vate
Industry Council allocated
funding for 150 summer youth
jobs to help youth positively
help themselves. Legislators
and decision makers should
know that we had 400
applicants and inquiries before

America's scandal.
I am tired of turning youth
away who walk to the PAL
Center begging for jobs and an .
education, and we do not have
sufficient funding or volunteers
to help them. These youths are
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Continued on Page A-2
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LOS ANGELES

By Dennis Schatzman

got it back after they were relations employee for Magic
ejected. "They didn't ask us if Mountain, refu se d to let a
we wanted our parking fee
eporter question the security
back. Nothing!"
officers or read their security
Bonnie Rabjohn, a public report.
At first Rabjohn

admitted that the officers
approached Adagbu, Ellis, 22,
and Walker, 17 and told them
to leave because of the
"profile" the men allegedly fit.

On May 10, 1997, three
young Los Angeles rappers,
Late Bankou Adagba, Gerald
Ellis and Keith Walker, signed
a music deal with Geffen
Records and decided to gci out
to celebrate. Dressed in shorts,
Nike jumpsuits, Kangol hats
and designer tennis shoes, they
jumped in the car and traveled
60 miles or so up Interstate 5 to
Magic Mountain Amusement
gone and··: h~'' bad a:)iijfd/hea.rt! Park.
Having paid the parking fee,
atta.ck -' befqre th_
¢ :Qp*rfation;
the
three men, accompanied by
1
Othetjhari b8:ing:i ·Uiit~•sore
one rapper's wife and another
woman rode the tram over to
the park's entrance. That,
according to them, is when all
hell broke loose.
j ·--. ,·_, I J . -~
community activist'kiiowri for'.
. ·--i_-..
\ . •· . . ; •·-· . •
"They surrounded us, man," '
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his work with the San
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Adagbu, 19, told a reporter.
;
~~
. ....
Bernardino Chaptet c;,f the_ " About 30 or 40 security
;
.
.
.
, l
NAACP. He is also a membet of
officers. They said that we fit a
he United Stee Work rs of 4,....,1"• e
1T1embers r~dy he ttleif election. The new officers were -om I
New Hope Misst9-nary Baptist
certain profile -- that we were on Wednesday May14th at Kaiser Per-thanente Riverside. The executive committee is Mary White, Treasurer; April Alm,
·Church.
, ,,
possible
gang members or Financial Secretary; Mike Gephart( lrfside Guard; Roy Wiles, Vice President; Cathy Shearer, President; Peggy Gomez,
. Po.t the past tw.o'\yeek~ the:
Trustee; Diana Robb, Recording Secretary; Otis Harris, Outside Guard; and Cruz Lopez, Trustee. The entire board of
ttghJness .jn hfs<:heifand. thei troublemakers. Then these directors is comprised of Cathy,Shearer, President (sitting); Roy Wiles, Vice Presiden/ Grievance Representive; Mary
Officers Juan and Carnega told White, Treasurer/MSA/Grievance Chairperson; Narciso "Sandy" Sandoval, Grievance Representative; Brenda
us to leave. But get this," Landcaster, Grievance Representative/ Regional; Mike Gephart, Inside Guard; April Alm, Financial Secretary; Diana
Robb, Recording Secretary/Grievance Representative; Joe Millian Trustee/ Grievance Representative; Janis Thorn,
'him visit his d6ctof but M was: Adagbu added. "They said the Grievance Representative/Riverside; Otis Harris, Outside Guard; Cruz Lopez, Trustee; Francisca Garmon, Grievance
Representative/Fontana; Peggy Gomez, Grievance Representative/ Riverside; Leslie Etienne, Grievance
giveµ ; ;medi~fue' •for: women could stay."
Representative; Loureen Evans, Grievance Representative/Riverside. Officers are elected for three years.
h.el;U'.tbum
sent b~ok home. :
The young men say they
~'.He khow's b,is body •and hi s; paid the parking fee but never
b(,)dy llidn't feelngbt. kno,w}:

Local Union 7600 Swears In
New Off ice rs
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Herman Gets Her Day: Finally Sworn In
Black Voice News
WASHINGTON

After more than I 00 days of
waiting, hoping and praying,
Alexis M. Herma n has made
American history.
On Friday, May 9, Herman,
49, a native of Mobile, AL, was
sworn in before an overflow
crowd of supporters, friends and
family, as the 23rd Secretary of
Labor. She is the first African
American to serve in this
position.
The process has been long and
dramatic. It began with the news
that Herman's nomination was
pending at the White House,
followed by the nomination
announced by President Bill
Clinton. Then there were the
endless stream of questions by
Republican members of the
Senate Labor and Human
Committee,
Resources

accompanied by a barrage of members from Mobile, former
newspaper articles and media White House associates, top
reports . This activated an officials of the AFL-CIO,
aggressive lobbying campaign by incl uding President John
a coalition of friends and Sweeney, members of the US.
and
House
of
supporters who pushed for a Senate
committee
vote on the Representatives including Sen.
nomination
as
political Maxine Water (D-CA), and a
maneuvering on the senate floor large group of supporters
held the process hostage. Finally, including Dorothy Leavell,
this phase ended with a n president of the National
Publishers
unanimous senate confirmation Newspaper
Association (NNPA), Hugh
vote.
At the swearing-in ceremony, Price, president of the National
Vice President Al Gore Urban League , Norman Hill,
exclaimed, "There is some truth president of the A. Philip
to that adage that good things Randolph Institute, William
come to those who wait. After Lucy, president of the Coalition
waiting more than 100 days, we of Black Trade Unionists, C.
have the most qualified person Delores Tucker, chair of the
available to serve as the National Political Congress of
Secretary of Labor, Alexis Black Women, Inc. and Yvonne
Herman." The crowd jumped to Scruggs, executive director of the
Black Leadership Forum, In~ .•
their feet and cheered.
The crowd included family Many had met weekly to push•

hard for Herman's confirmation.
Ray Marshall, who served as
Secretary of Labor during the
administration of President
Jimmy Carter, spoke about how
he first met Herman and later
appointed her director of the
Women's Bureau in 1976. "She
was one of the most effective and
resourcefu l directors of the
Women's Bureau in the history of
the Department of Labor, and I
am certain she will be one of the
best Secretaries of Labor,"
Marshal 1 said, again to the
cheers of the appreciative
audience.
Gore further lauded Herman
for her work as CEO of the
Democratic National Convention
in 1992 and as director of the
White House Office of Public
Liaison during the past four
years.

Race, Media, American Law and the Simpson Controversy
Black Voice News
ONTARIO

By Dennis Schatzman
PART40F4

Knowing that the lives of
Nicole Brown Simpson a nd
Ronald
Goldman
are,
unfortun a tely,
no
longer
significant, the families went
after the one whose property and
wealth of the person whose life is
technically still significant -- O.J.
Simpson. In doing so, the legal
system establish ed a sort of
unwritten nouvea stare decisis.
which I explained in one of my
syndicated_columns following

1'

the civil verdict:
"It is official. In Los Angeles
County, the price of a White
person's life that the mainstream
'believes' was snuffed out by a
Black man, is worth upwards of
$12.5 million. Since 1992,
however, the life of a Black
person seen murdered on video
tape is worth -- $500.
"Worse, the family of Latasha
Harlins didn't even get the $500.
The state did."
Adding fuel to this insult was
the unapolegetic bias in coverage
by
a
media
pool
of
predominately White and Jewish
journalists and, worse, the on-air

Thursday, May 22, -1997

analysis by biased, and mostly
Jewish, legal commentators and
the national talk show hosts -also overwhelmingly Jewish.
Unfortunately, the African
American/Jewish perception of
the trial coverage is important
here because the Simpson trials
pitted, as Boston College Law
Professor Neil Gotanda points
out, a Jewish "model" minority
against the African-American
minority refereed by
a
"middleman minority," Judge
Lance I to in the criminal trial;
Judge Fujisaki in the civil trial -two Japanese-Americans.
This rift goes back to the

coverage of the Latasha
Harlins/Soon Ja Du controversy
where a Jewish judge, Joyce
Karlin, gave the convicted
defendant, a Korean shopowner,
probation and a $500 fine.
Supporting wholeheartedly
Karlin ' s ruling was the L os
Angeles Jewish Journal, whose
editor, Mariene Adler Marks,
openly editorialized in its March
31, 1992 edition that the support
of Judge Karlin "was a Jewish
case celebre."
Further, Nat Weinstein, author
of "The Legal Lynching of O.J.
Simpson," published in the

1
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"This is a family-oriented park
and we have a screening
policy," Rabjohn said, refusing,
to give details on what the
policy is. "Our main interest is
that we are looking for
weapons."
Were weapons found on the
men? Rabjohn was asked .
"no." ,
Rabjohn insists that race had
nothing to do with the t hree
men being thrown out of the
park without apparent just
cause. When asked why these
men were singled out just for
how they were dressed when
other non-Blacks were wearing
similar clothing, Rabjohn had
no answer.
On a follow-up call Rabjohn
offered another story. "They fit
the profile of people who were
smoking marijuana," she said.
When asked if they were seen
smoking marijuana, Rabjohn
said "no."
The men
vehemently deny smoking
marijuana.
So which story is it? a ·
reporter asked. Did they fit the
profile of gang members or .
troublemakers or did they fit
the profile of people smoking ·
marijuana? Rabjohn settled on ·
the latter reason.
If that's so, she was asked,
why were the women allowed
to go into the park (even
though they refused to enter)?
Weren't they all together?
Apparently, they didn't fit the
profile of people smoking
marijuana," Rabjohn said.
"I just don 't th ink Magic
Mountain wants young Black
men in their park," said
Adagbu's moth er, Melba
Jackson Carter who has filed
complaints with the Los
Angeles NAACP and the
Congress of Racial Equality.
She has also contacted a lawyer
for a possible civil suit against
the park.
"What have I done to be
treated this way" asked
Adagbu. "I am not a criminal.
Why should I be singled out
this way?"

Tickets • Tickets
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Race, Media, American Law and the Simpson Controversy

Editorial

Continued from Front Page

coverage of the civil trial as well.
One morning during the civil
trial, Fleeman leaned over to me
and explained how Judge
Fujisaki was practically telling
Goldman family lawyer Daniel
Petrocelli what to say so he could
rule in his favor. "He does that
all the time," Fleeman told me in
earshot of reporters from
National· Public Radio and the
Chicago Tribute. "Knowing
where Fleeman's sentiments lie, I
just set him up. "Are you going
to write about that, Mike?" I

March, 1997 issue of Socialist
Action, and his editor, Michael
Schreiber told a reporter of how
they, like many Jews, received a
solicitation letter from Fred
Goldman early last year. Several
Blacks living in Chicago, New
York and Los Angeles, with
Jewish sounding names also
report that they received the
same letter.
I knew and covered both trials
alongside nearly all of the
journalists, legal commentators
and have appeared on all the
major talk shows. Most of the
journalists have openly told me
and others that they "believe"
Simpson "got away with
murder." Among them, Mike
Fleeman of Associated Press, Ira
Reiner of NBC, Roger Cossack
of CNN, Thomas Elias, formerly
of Scripps-Howard and my co" No, "
author in our book, " The asked sheepishly.
Fleeman
answered.
"I'
11
let
you
Simpson Trial in Black and
White:" Stephanie Simon and write about it."
Fleeman was not the only
Henry Weinstein of the Los
reporter
who overlooked the
Angeles Times, Dan Abrams of
obvious
bias in Fujisaki's
Court TV, Jeffrey Toobin of The
courtroom.
Reporters like the
New Yorker Magazine, Stan
Los
Angeles
Times'
Simon gave
Goldman of Fox Broadcasting,
and talk show hosts Geraldo Herbert MacDonell, one of the
Rivera, Gloria Allred, Tammy world's leading blood experts,
Bruce, Gil Gross, Charles Grodin just one paragraph on his
and Larry King, just to name a testimony about how the victims'
blood was planted onto
few.
The coverage these men and Simpson's socks. The rest of her,
women provided was less than and other reporters' stories,
objective by anyone's measure, focused on noted pathologist
largely because most of the Michael Baden and whether or
media pool loathed Simpson and not he was lying on a "Rivera
Live" broadcast when he said
revered the vitriolic Goldmans.
Goldman
could have stood and
This is not to say that all
fought
his
attacker(s) for
Jewish
journalists
and
commentators covering the trial upwards of 10 minutes . But
were biased against Simpson. during brutal cross-examination,
Linda Deutsch of Associated Baden admitted that Goldman
Press, Shirley Perlman of 'might have stood on his feet as
Newday, Professor Laurie little as four minutes.
What was not reported was
Levenson of Loyola Law School
that
Baden confirmed that
were consummate obje'ttive
journalists. All of them are Goldman stood long enough to
Jewish .
But most Jewish have pounded on his assailant(s)
journalists who covered the so hard that he bruised his
Simpson trials did little to hide knuckles and presumably the
bodies of his murderer(s). No
their contempt for Simpson.
For example, the Associated bruises were found on Simpson
Press ' Fleeman was absolutely in the days following the
The reporters,
livid after the c riminal tri al murders.
however,
didn'
t think that fact
acquittal. I believe he carried his
was
newsworthy.
Since the trial
contempt for the verdict into his
was not televised , as was the

and network televis io n new.s
shows. Worse, after the new
juror was picked to replace the
lone Black juror on the panel; the
New York Post ran a story about
how Simpson had hosted a Pro
Bowl party when, in fact, he was
somewhere with h is children
about as . faraway from a
television as one can get. The
story ran on the international
wires.
At the turn of the century, a
woman who ran a .boarding
house in Chicago was accused of
killing one of her tenants with
arsenic. The police could find no
Fleeman was not the sign of the poison in the woman's
only reporter who house, though, and it looked as if
overlooked the obvious the prosecution would have no
bias in Fujisaki's case.
The Chicago American's
courtroom.
Arthur
Pegler,
however,
conducted a thorough search and
found a container of arsenic in
and hankie. But both photos the cellar. That was enough for
have Simpson wearing the same the jury which then sentenced the
trousers and, of course, the woman to death.
Bruno Magli shoes. Both sets of
Pegler had actually gotten the
photos are said to have been arsenic from a photographer and
taken at the same Sept. 26, 1993 planted it in the cellar because he
Buffalo Bills football game.
"was convinced of the woman's
To paraphrase the late actor guilt. "Eventually, Pegler's editor
James Mason in his role as the discovered the ruse. But instead
cantankerous lawyer Concannon of disclosing the fraudu lent
in the movie, The Verdict: evidence, he started a crusade
"Which (photo) is the truth and calling for the state to show
which is the lie?" We get no help compassion for the "poor,
in this regard from the misguided killer." The woman's
mainstream news media.
sentence was commuted to life in
Further, every night the non- prison.
sequestered civil jury went home
The key phrase here is that
where they were exposed to the Pegler"was convinced of the
local and nationally syndicated woman's guilt," lack of evidence
radio and television talk shows notwithstanding.
and also the Los Angeles Times.
A former college teammate of
Combine that with the steady mine, a corporate attorney in
onslaught of negative publicity Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, asked
prior to the civil trial against not me recently whether I thought
only Simpson, but also against justice was served with the civil
the predominantly Black criminal trial verdict. My response was
trial jury and the majority of that "retribution was meted out
African Americans who agreed rather than justice being served."
with the criminal verdict and
This retributive civil verdict
what you have is a form of reminded Temple University
embracery, the act of attempting
Journalism Professor Linn
to influence a juror or jury in its
Washington of how a message
most high-tech form.
was sent to recalcitrant AmericaThe embracery didn't stop bound slaves on Gorree Island
after the trial was over. On the off the coast of West Senegal.
first day of jury deliberations, a The wayward slaves were not
never-before-heard audio tape of hanged by the neck until dead.
a suicidal Simpson was played
on all the talk shows and local
Continues on Page A-3
criminal trial, the readers and
viewers have to take their word
for it.
Also, the stories about the
alleged photos of the Bruno
Magli shoes unanimously missed
one important fact. In the 30
shots deemed to be "authentic"
by the FBI, Simpson is wearing a
sports jacket with a stickpin in
the lapel and a silk handkerchief
in the top pocket. In the other
photo considered a "fake," by the
defense, he is wearing different
sports jacket sans the stickpin
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What is redevelopment? The
Community De velopment Act
was passed by State legislators
in 1952 to eliminate blight. A
local redevelopment agency (in
San Bernardino, it is called the
Economic
,Developme nt
Agency) is empowered to
delineate "project areas" where
blighted conditions exist. T he
agency agrees to provide
incentives for business an d
industry to locate in the project
areas. A Project Advisory
Committee of re sidents is
elected during the initial stages
of planning. It is retired unless
plans for the project are to be
amended.
Initially in San Bernardino,
the Community Development
Commission which votes o n
redevelopment matters, was
composed of private citizens.
However, in 1978, the City
Council voted themselves the
CDC, and since then the
Councilme n have vote d o n
rede ve lopment
matters.
Confusion exists in the public's
mind because when the council,
sitting as the CDC, votes on
money matter s, the public
regards the mone y being
discussed as "city" money. In
reality, it is indeed public

j
Marion Vassilakos

money, but it i s not "city"
money. It is redevelopment
money, and it will only become
city money when redevelopment
projects are completed.
Wh e n project areas are
formed, the assessed tax base is
"frozen", and until the project is
complete, this frozen tax base is
what the local jurisdictions
(City) receives in property tax.es
from the area. As the businesses
and industrial complexes are
built on the project, the increase
in property taxes accrues to the
redevelopment agency as "tax
increment". This tax increment
is used by the agency to pay off
bonds issued for debt incurred
when incentives are offered to
attract business and industry.
In 1994, AB 1290 ended the
practice of redevelopment
agencies' merging and amending
projects in order to draw out the
project lifetime after which all
property taxes, inc luding the
increment, would revert to the

original jurisdiction. Because
San Bernardino is impacted by
two redevelopment agencies ,
IVDA and the EDA, 57 of the
City's area has a frozen tax base.
In fact, some project areas in
the city have been frozen since
before 1965. Those who lived
here in the '60s remember the
vacant land where Hospitality
Lane and the warehouse stores
now exist. Those parcels were
frozen in 1976, 1983 and 1984.
Property taxes assessed after
those dates in the respective
project areas have been sent to
the EDA as tax increment,
approximately $5.6 million
annually.
After the passage of AB
1290, the lifetime of a project is
limited to a maximum of 40
years with a ten year extension
to pay off debt. San Bernardino's
Central City project, which dates
from 1965 but me rged with
other areas in 1990, is supposed
to be complete in 2021. The
State College Project with $5
million in increment is supposed
to mature in 2010. In all there
are 10 project a reas with
maturation dates ranging from
2010 to 2031 and an annual tax
increment of approximately $16
million. Imagine what it will
mean to the City general fund
when this increme nt mone y
reverts to the City general fund !
It is also a given that if public
(government) building s or
enterprises are built on former

private property, property taxes
will no longer apply. So such
redevelopment projects as civic
buildings, police stations, and
stadiums (unless priv ate ly
owned) will not produce
property tax.es.
In
Introduction
to
Redevelopment (1996), Allan D.
Kotin says, "Redevelopment is a
deliberate distortion of market
forces . The a do ption of a
redeve lopme nt plan a nd the .
commitment of public resources
to private red evelopment
represents a d ecis ion by the
public sector to reshape the
marke t. ... To th is end , the
implementation
of
redevelopment plans requires a
strong foundaton in reality. The
absence of an existing market
should be made clear to staff and
political decision-makers."
While redevelopment can be
a tool for revitaliz ation,
objective market studie s are
essential. Before development is
started, measurable objectives
must be establi shed, risks
assessed,
and
tracki ng
mechanisms set in place. Then
City res idents must be kept
informed of progress.
The League of Women Voters
continues
to
study
Rede velo pment
in
S an
Bernardino . We have a te am
who will speak at meetings of
civic and fraternal organizations.
Our office phone is (909) 8898600.
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The Energy To Keep Cal if orn1a First
Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

.1 So. Cal & SDG&E
. proposed merger is a
good thing
· By Jim King
Many of The Gas Company's
customers and other constituents
have heard that our parent
company and the parent of San
Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)
are creating a new enterprise -one that will be equal to a
Fortune 500 company in the
United States.
Some view this new injection
of competition into Southern
California as a threat. But how
can two strong California
corporations announcing a
merger that's expected to
strengthen our state's position in
the newly restructured energy
industry be a negative? In fact,
for our customers and employees,
and our communities and our
state -- those with an important
stake in the uncertain bt1t exciting
world of free market energy -- the
merger of Los Angeles' Pacific
Enterprises (PE) and San Diego's
Enova Corporation is good news.

Our Bodies

Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.
F.A.C.P.,F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: My
brother recently died of colorectal cancer. I have a personal history of colon polyps.
Is there anything I can do to
help prevent this disease?
·
Worried
Dear Worried: SCREENING, SCREENING, SCREENING . Colorectal polyps can
become malignant. Although
colorectal (bowel) cancer is
highly curable when detected
early, nearly 55,000 people in
the United States will die from
it this year. Unfortunately, too
few Americans are getting
screened for this disease. The
American Cancer Society recommends an annual fecal

Family Talks

An agonizing struggle for
early thinkers was to relate
what they could and could not
see in the universe. First, they
determined Spirit (the unseen
Quality) and Matter (the seen
Quantity) to be the two basics.
Second, in descending from
"the heavens" into earth, the
worlds passed through consist~d of air, liquids, and solids.
Spirit Qualities, being brightest, most powerful, and dominating nearest the heaves,
became progressively more
"diluted" and "polluted" as
they approached earth. A
major developer of these
thoughts was the philosopher
' Empedocles (490-430 BC)
who said that all earthly things
, were composed of four ele-

Rest assured, the safety,
service and reliability of The Gas
Company and SDG&E will
remain, as both companies
continue to operate as separate
entities in their respective service
territories. Gas Company
customers will still be able to call
our 800 number for all of their
customer needs. Likewise, we
will continue our traditionally
strong presence in our
communities, and will maintain
our charitable contributions or
community support.
There are many upsides to this
merger, and frankly, we don't see
any downsides. But those who do
seem to be complaining about
energy mergers and alliances in
general. They are failing to
embrace new enterprise as the
natural outgrowth of competition.
Like it or not, the energy business
is changing rapidly, and so are
energy markets and those who
compete for them.
Are California's energy
companies prepared for this
challenge? The PE-Enova merger
is one example of how companies
across the country are positioning
themselves to succeed in the
exciting new age of energy

deregulation
a
n
d
comp'e tition.
We at The
Gas Company
say -- bring
on
the
. competition.
.,,,. , , But we also
Jim King

have adopted
this rallying cry "let's keep
California first."
, The future of our state
demands that energy providers
stand together, that we move
beyond the issues that divide us,
Even as we compete with each
other, we need to find common
ground that will keep businesses,
employers and benefits here in
California, and help create a
bright future for all. We owe it to
our many constituencies -- most
of all our customers and the
communities in which we operate
-- to unite in such a cause.
Wouldn't it be sweet if all the
jobs and tax revenue, all the new
energy-related services and
products, and all the expected
new businesses that will spring
up as a result_ of a new
competitive energy marketplace
would remain in California? And

Continued From Page A-2

ugly specter of men beating their exacerbated by the civil trial
wives, the factor of drug abuse, verdict: The message sent here
the ability of the rich to 'buy' a is that when the mainstream
verdict, the role of a defendant's doesn't like what was done the
fame, the custom of juries first time, they will go to
'nullifying' evidence, the modem Sacramento and change the law
habit of lawyers stacking juries to allow heresay testimony.
with members of one race, the They will rush the court date up
constitutional issue of illegal to 11 months after the criminal
searches and seizures, the curse trial even though it normally
of policemen lying and planting takes a minimum of 31 months
evidence , the legitimacy of for a civil trial to be heard in
lawyers 'playing the race Santa Monica, California. They
card'-all this and more made will pick and choose what news
this (criminal ) trial as explosive will be offered to the public and
as any in the nation's history."
who will report it. And, if
No telling what Rowan will embracery must be done to
say about these same issues as achieve a desired result, then the
end justifies the means.
they relate to the civil trial.
And so it goes with the O.J.
Simpson
controversy

Sick And Tired of Whitewater

Defining Qualities
ments -- air, fire, water, and
earth. However, when Aristotle observed that heavenly bodies moved in circles, he
deduced a fifth essence. This
quinta essential (i.e. meaning
prior to end better than the
other four), when telescoped,
became Quintessence -- the
Ether.
Being "more divine" than
the other four essences, the
Ether was spiritual -- the ultimate quality -- in the sense of
"the soul of things." It was
present throughout all matter in
all worlds but it was the finest,
purest, and most concentrated
closest to the heavens. In fact,
Medieval Alchemists, thinking
that certain earthly objects like
metals were symbolic forms of
cosmic energy, tried in vain .to
extract the Ether through
chemical distillation . They
believed that success would
give them a universal remedy
for disease, a sexual stimulant,
and perhaps immortality.
What, instead, was distilled
from Quintessence was the
word "Essence" quality -- the
individual, real and ultimate

merger when the Californi'a
Public Utilities Commission
holds public heari ngs this
summer. Unlike other non-utility
mergers we have seen in 1996,
ours must undergo strict
regulatory and governmental
review to win approval. We are
prepared to answer the tough
questions. Californians will see
proof-positive that this merger
lives up to its promise.
It's a new world of energy, and
the rulers are consumers -- not
energy companies. Consumers
will decide who will provide their
energy. PE and Enova are . , .
merging to ensure that consumers / '' · ·
have at least one California-ha~
energy provider to choose from
Bring on the competition. ur
merger will help "keep California
first," and that's good for all of us.

Race, Media, American Law and the Simpson Controversy

Rather, the slaveship owners
would hang them by the waist in
the hot sun and let them slowly
die of starvation. Then they
would let the rotting torsos
continue to hang to serve as a
message to any other slaves who
did not adhere to the company
line.
In his current best-selling
every
five
years
or
book, "The Coming Race War in
colonoscopy every five to ten
America," veteran journalist Carl
years. High risk individuals
Rowan writes at length about
should be followed more closehow the Simpson controversy
ly by a physician with annual
will hasten the beginning of this
stool occult blood testing and
war between the races.
sigmoidoscopy/barium enema
"Every imaginable aspect of
every two years. The fecal
courtroom justice," Rowan
occult test is not perfect but
,
writes, "the valid" of the jury
Like PAP smears ~d maJru?o_g system,
the powers of judges, the
raphy it can mean the difference between early and late
diagnosis. The test for f~cal
blood is more accurate when
Continued from Front Page
people abstain from taking
trying to engage in positive
aspirin and eating certain foods
activities and help themselves.
such as red meats, radishes and
W here are the jobs and
turnips for three to five days
activities that they seek? If we
before screening.
give them !Jelp at the grassroots
level of their request, there
Dr. Levister welcomes readwould be no need to incarcerate
er mail concerning their body
our children. This is the
but regrets that he is unable to
scandal
that
needs
answer individual letters.
investigation!
Your letter will be incorporatThe PIC also funded the PAL
ed into the column as space
Center's Substance Abuse
permits. You may direct your
Mobile (SAM) unit to travel to
letters to Dr. Levister in care
schools with a stay-in-school,
of Voice News, P.O. Box 1581,
anti-gang, anti-drug message.
Riverside, CA 92502.
PAL Center youth, all teen
parents, who have "been there
and done that" also share their
first-hand experiences and
encourage other youngsters to
nature or "soul" of a thing.
refrain
from
negative
From subsequent examinainvolvements.
tions and comparing, cateOne committed young
gories of qualities have arisen.
mother, due to the lack of a
Primary, Essential or ultimate
babysitter, took her child to the
Qualities are those absolutely
presentations with her. Where
necessary to the existence or
are the child care dollars that
even conception of the thing -we hear are available? We have
e.g. bulk, number, motion, rest.
not found those dollars for this
Secondary Qualities are those
detennined teen mother who is
not essential to the conception
working toward a high school
of the thing -- e.g. color,
diploma, a Job, and a better life
sounds, tastes. Primary and
for herself and her daughter.
Secondary Qualities are not in
Monies
are
supposedly
the object per se but Someavailable for individuals
thing Seen. Through The
engaged in education and/or
Object -- A Bodiless Presence
employment
preparation
-- that forms an idea in our
programs. Where are the
minds. They make (i.e.
dollars for this mom? The
essence qualities) or help to
make (i.e. Secondary Quantities) anything What It Is.
When a quality makes a thing
Stand Out, it is a Characteristic. Value Judgements are
qualities evaluated by: (1) what
it is; (2) what it does; and (3)
how it appears.

Colorectal Cancer
occult blood (hemoccult) test
for everyone over 50, but many
people are reluctant to collect
specimens of their own stool.
Nor are they enthusiastic about
the other options: having a
doctor inspect their colon with
an endoscopy or undergoing a
barium enema. In addition,
t11edi-Care an9 other insui;yrs
do not cover these tests as
screening tools, and some doctors are not convinced that they
are beneficial.
However, the case for colorectal screening became more
compelling early this year
when a panel appointed by the
Agency for Health Care Policy
(AHCP) concluded that bowel
cancer could be reduced by 1/3
if all men and women aged 50
and older would screen using
two sets of guidelines: for
those age 50 and older with an
average risk for colon cancer
and another for those of all
ages with a family history of
the disease. The AHCP recommends an annual occult blood
stool test and sigmoidoscopy

what if we could keep the same understand that in an unregulated
or have even higher levels of energy industry, competition
philanthropic works, charitable increases, and when competition
contributions, and tax revenues in increases, prices tend to go down.
our cities, communities and state? That has been our experience
The combined entity will with natural gas deregulation.
produce savings of $1.2 billion in
The intent of this merger was
the first 10 years. That will result clear: A larger utility would have
in lower overall energy costs, the resources to enter the
making
California
more enormous California energy
competitive, nationally and marketplace -- the first state to
globally. And this enhanced implement
free
market
competitiveness will help spur competition -- to compete for
business expansion and job customers. And what do you
creation.
know: Duke/Louis Dreyfus (a
California consumers
joint venture between Duke
businesses and individuals -- will Power and Louis Dreyfus, a
benefit from increased energy global commodities trading firm)
choices, sooner rather than later. and the Los Angeles Department
They will benefit from lower of Water and Power recently
rates, even beyond the 10 percent announced their plans to form a
cut in electric rates due on strategic alliance in anticipation
January 1, 1998 as a result of of the free-market energy world.
electric industry deregulation. It
We expect some tough
doesn't take a rocket scientist to questions about our proposed

NOTE: Please address
comments to: 399 E. Highland
Avenue, Suite 501, San
Bernardino, CA 92404

money certainly has not trickled
to this, and many other,
community based. organizations
(CBOs) out in the communities
where the dropout/pushout
populations function. This is
America's scandal.
Years ago, we took land from
the Native Americans and
herded them onto reservation
lands that no one wanted. Now
that they have adopted
America's wonderful slogan
"pull yourself up by your own
bootstraps," we want to take the
boots away! This is a scandal.
It is very difficult to "pinch
pennies," squeeze the dollar
until Washington hollers, and
otherwise try to provide
services, that politicians and
decision makers say should be
made available to less
advantaged populations.
The PAL Center's Training,
Internship and Placement
program was funded in January
1997 to place 45 youths into
paid internships . They are
receiving training and to date
19 of those youths have been
placed
in
permanent
employment.
Friday June 20th the PAL
Center
will
graduate
approximately 50 youths and
adults with high school
diplomas and GEDs. These
school dropouts have overcome
almost unsunnountable odds to

..' .

attain this level in their lives.
Pre-schoolers in the PAL Child
Development Center will
graduate to "big school." We
will recognize youth enrolled at
13 various schools in our ,
Educational Talent Search
Project, who will graduate high
school and enter postsecondary
education. The college-going
rate for these youths is 85%.
Those 18-21 year old youths
who attained skills and
employment
throug h
internships will also be lauded.
I challenge Washington
politicians to turn over rocks
l ooking for dollars for t he
populations cited above, instead
of trying to uncover still more
dirt on Whitewater; or
blue,striped, or polka dotted
water. Welfare recipients do
not know where they will
receive training for jobs, who
will take care of their children,
who will hire them, how they
will eat if they cannot' meet the
TANF guidelines? Will their
training be culturally and
sensitively administered so they
can remain in the training
programs with pride and
dignity?
These are the issues that need
our attention. Let's forget the
negatives, and get on with the
positives.
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Where
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IS

Today's Black Workforce? ;:.

The automobile, and its
industry, offers unlimited
HELP WANTED: Auto lifetime opportunities . The
Mechanic Level A or B. maintenance of automobiles
Immediate openings, some presents all aspects of scientific
experience necessary, $35K - applications, including: internal
$60K potential. Full benefits. combustion, fuel evaporation,
Guaranteed
aerodynamics ,
physics,
While the nation's rate of velocity, thermodynamics and
unemployment among young
African-Americans continue,
double that of White youth, and
half of urban America's young
Black males have little prospect
of
gainful
and
legal
employment, classified sections mechanical engineering. The
of Sunday newspapers across industry is at the cutting edge of
• the country present hundreds of science and technology and
ousands of automotive presents exciting scientific
,;
dustry-related "Help Wanted" practices,
inventions,
~ vertisements . In an industry applications and futuristic
where Service Technicians designs. Each year the industry
'
make in excess of $50,000 sells over 15 million new cars
annually and Sales and and is large enough to employ
Customer Service people get thousands of urban students at
weekly paychecks averaging all levels, from manufacturing
$800, there is an alarmingly to sales. "This industry can
low presence of Black youth. absorb an abundance of new
So, what are African-American entry-level employees, but only
adults of today doing to to bring those who are well-trained and
about brighter employment and hardworking and understand the
career prospects for their youth multiple aspects of the
in the nation's workforce?
American car market," says
In the District of Columbia Tony Nichelson, who heads the
and Baltimore areas, many District of Columbia Public
concerned
parents
and Schools' AutoTech 2000
educators are looking to a program.
fruitful future for their youth.
As employment rates for
They've have joined with urban Black y_outh has been
1 manufacturers and dealers
declining ,
vocational
associated with the automotive opportunities, such as are
industry in an effort to bring available in the auto industry,
advanced technology training have been growing . Africanand industry orientation to American cons umers spend
urban high school students . ove r $13 billion in new car
These parents, educators and purchases each year and
business leaders are creating a another $20 billion in the
workforce for the future with a automotive after market
school to work transition industry. Reports show that too
program that offers real-world
exposure in the automobile
· industry, combined with higher
academic expectations in the
classroom. These students can
expect to make two times the
national median income and
will not hurt for employment
opportunities in their lifetimes.
Special to NNPA from The Chronicle

WASHINGTON

.

little of these sales and repair
dollars stay in Black hands. For
several decades - particularly
among African Americans the
vocational education system in
the U.S. has failed to attract the
best students. As Black
leadership has sought more
entree into White collar
positions, and the image of
manual labor has not compelled
students
from
our
neighborhoods to learn new
vocational skills. AutoTech
2000's
emphasis
on
professionalism, along with
support
from
major
corporations, is expected to
attract students to the program
and place them in long-term
employment.
As most of us who drive
know from our own sad
experiences, another component
of the automotive after market
is that of collision repair and
body work. If you've banged
into another driver, or been on
the receiving end of the
banging, you know that there's
pure gold in collision and auto
body repair. Maryland 's
Collision
Technician
Apprenticeship
Program
(CTAP) is another innovative
program to train and place
African-American
youth .
CTAP's mission is a national
apprenticeship program to
attract and recruit individu als
into the collisicrn repair
industry, training them to
become highly skilled, and
well-educated technicians.
African Americans are on
wheels all around the country.
But while we drive and enjoy
our cars, isn't' it time more of
our kind where under thei r"

hoods, owning dealerships and
profiting from our expenditures? What kind of deal does
it take on our part now to assure
that the youth in your family
and neighborhood has a hand,
or wrench, on the abundant
opportunities in this industry?
AutoTech's Tony Nichelson and
CTAP's · executive director

how to get a model program
started in school systems, or
appropriate facilities, where
you live. They have partnered
with corporations such as Ford
Motor Company, DuPont and
PPG Industries to propel their
programs forward, and are willing to help you. AutoTech's
Tony Nichelson can be reached
at (202) 576-6171 and CTAP's

Jenny Larges is at (410) 3673448 and can show people ~ho
are interested how to create a
bridge of training from school
to a long-lasting career.
William Reed is publisher of
Who'.s' Who in Black Corporate
America, 2054 National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
20045.
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Ms. Antoinette WIiiiams, a Pepsi-Cola Purchasing Agent for Commodities, second from right, and Fred ··
Canady, Director of Pepsi's Minority Business Enterprise Development Program, second from left, confer
with minority entrepreneurs during the recent Chicago Business Opportunity Fair. At left is George Hill,
President of Diversified Chemicals, Detroit, Ml, who sells adhesives and office paper to Pepsi. At right is
Johl'T' Aguilar, President of Vernon Transportation Company, Stockton, CA, a firm that transports fructose
(liquid sweetner) to Pepsi facilities in California. The Chicago meeting marked the 30th Annual
Opportunity Fair and brought 226 major business corporations and gov~rnment agencies from around
the country Into a networking mode with the owners of 528 certified minority businesses. Fair officials
said that American businesses and gdvernment agencies nationwide purchased more than $2.8-billion
worth of goods and services from some 800 minority-owned enterprises during 1996.

Women of

Achievement Luncheon
May 30th, 1997
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Trustees Attempts to
Preserve a Historical
Landmark

Black Voice News

11:30 am

Presented by the
Black Voice Foundation, Inc.

REDLANDS

The University of R~dlands
Board of Trustees unanimously
endorsed a fund raising
campaign to preserve one of
the .community's
most
treasured landmarks.
The campaign for Memorial
Chapel will be chaired by
Redlands business leader and
former mayor Carol Beswick,
also a university trustee.
" Memorial Chapel is a
symbol of the historic heritage
and values of not only the
university but the city of
Redlands itself," Beswick said.
"This is a project for the entire
community to take to heart."
Completed in 1928, under
the supervision of well-known
architect Herbert Powell,
Memorial Chapel is the
physical representation of the
university's commitment to
educate the heart and the head.
That commitment remains
today.
The chapel's use as the
university's central gathering
place has taken many forms
over the past seven decades,
from a traditional house of
worship to avenue for
performing arts to an
impressive "classroom" for
students in the School of
Music. Today, the chapel hosts
more than 750 activities a year.
The committee met in March
to begin planning the campaign
and will meet again in October.

Honoring

Invest In
Your
Future
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✓ Retirement Planning
✓ Investment Planning
✓ Estate Planning
✓ College Planning
✓ Tax Planning
To Enhance Your Retirement Years ...

Call Me Now!
Linda Dunn

•

Jean Grier

•

Concha Rivera

University of California, Riverside
Extension Center
1200 University Avenue

lnl'a,nd Empire Investment Advisors
Workshops and Seminars for financial planning available
',
Call for schedules

OUR MISSION:
$25.00 per person $200.00 table of eight
Co-Sponsors
Pacific Bell
San Manuel Indian Bingo
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas Company
Toyota/USA
Inland Empire National Bank
Chino Hills Ford
University of California, Riverside
San Bernardino Community Hospital

R.S.V.P. (909) 682-6070

At Inland Empire Investment Advisors is to offer
investment, tax, estate and retirement planning. This is
accomplished through the comprehensive, dynamic
implementation of your Financial Plan with the
assistance of licensed securities representative, Rex
Jackson. In this role, we assume responsibility for your
best interests and aim to help you define and acquire the
financial services and products you need. This will be
done on an ongoing basis in order to fully implement
your personal financial management system.

225 W. Hospitality Lane, Suite 200 * San Bernardino, CA 92408
1-800-343- 1861 * (909) 884-5519 FAX: (909) 884-8059

-----------------------------------------
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fJfu !Boutu:;
<wonun .i Quali':J aatl'z.in9
African Apparel, Gloves '-~ Huts
Af•er Fh·e \\'ear uml Smull to Full Figure
SHOP & $AVE
Tuesday thru Saturday, 10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Phone: (909}

485-9259

24553 Alessandro Blvd., Sunnymead Village
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

A Residential & Commercial
Real Estate Brokerage
for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Propeny Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

Mike Teer

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

Winner's Circle: Community Edge To Talk TV
Black Voice News

By Lee Ragin
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~
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MAY/June 1997

SAN BERNARDINO

KCSB TV-3 Community Television Programming

In a day and age where informative
television is not necessarily the norm,
as opposed to tabloid T. V. ,
sensationalism, glamour and glitz,
KCSB TV-3, San Bernardino, the
Winner 's Circle is breaking all the
barriers.
With guests as diverse as songstylist Nancy Wilso'p, Jim Descus,
former president of the Easter Seal
Society, Margaret Hill, principal of
San Andreas High School and Jim
King, president, Southern California
Gas, to Dorothy Inghram, the state' s
first Black Superintendent of
Schools, Lois Carson, Riverside's
Community Action Agency, Winner's
Circle delves into social, political,
and informative issues facing Inland
Empire communities.

GOSPEL PIANO SHORTCUT!
C
~
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Sun .

• Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

11 :30a
7:00p

kicked off its first season's episode
with an exclusive interview of Nancy
Wilson (the only other station to
conduct such an interview is BET).
"We think our host does a
wonderful job, from arranging the
guest to providing a setting where the
guest feels comfortable and relaxed,"
says Booker.
The Winner's Circle a irs
Wednesdays at 11 :30 a.m. and
Fridays at 7:00 p.m. on KCSB TV-3.

brainchild of its host, Cheryl Brown
in conjunction with Mansie Booker
the video production coordinator.
Brown co-hosted Inland Empire
Live in the late 80's with Bill
Shanahan and eventually moved on to
hosting the Winner's Circle which
focuses on people or organizations
that have made an impact on the
Inland Empire.
Currently the top rated show in San
Bernardino, the Winner's C ircle

~ - -· ' "

GUEST OF WINNER 'S CIRCLE: Top: J im
Descus, former president of the Easter Seal
Society with host Cheryl Brown. Bottom:
Margaret Hill, Principal of San Andreas High
School.
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LEARN TO PLAY THE EASY FUN WAY!
IMMEDIATE USE. No NOTES TO READ!
STANDARD

&

CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL!

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology · ✓ Gift Certificates Available

909-873-4621

Member of the Assoc.
Body Work & Massage
Professionals

CALL 909-683-1468

\lort·no \'allt-y . C:\ (909)

23080 D-220 Al1:~~andro Bl ·d

Pau1a•a Hair
faslllons
9836 Foothill Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonsa.r
CA 91730

Licensed by
City of Riverside

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits
Dresses
(Silk X-tra)

·

$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00
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SPECiAL

DRAPERY

!.,

1 l><J $

656-413.1

Per Pleat Lined
Must present coupon with incoming
orders, not valid with other offers.

PLA NT

TAKE' DOWN &

ON PRE MISES

9 9 <t. REHAG EXTRA
...

(909J 989-310 I

LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~
300 Law Finns Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in
whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

A FREE SERVICE!

(800) 995-4724

~
.

_
1

'r.,

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel,E. Dey, Jr., M.D.
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Cou1rt

Office Hours

By Appointment

Dowe, Barnes & Associates, L.L.P.
Attorneys at Law

gram's
mission
bar-b-que

palace
3646 Mission Inn
Riverside, CA 9250 l

For all your legal needs including contract negotiations,
immigration law and administrative hearings
Low Cost Legal Service
Judge Pro-Tern
Former Deputy District Attorney
Registered Nurse
A CCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

4129 Main St., #200
Riverside, CA 92501

Ph. (909) 369-0272
Fax (909) 369-0273

Victorville
Ph. (619) 241-0889
Fax (909) 369-0273

CRESCENT
CITY
CREOLE
,.._._ ,ftFSTAURANT
Featuring
9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Down home
Montelalr, CA 91763
cookin'

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. • 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday-Thursday: 11 :00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
Sunday: 11 :00 a.m. - 8 :00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

(909) 782-8219

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m .
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

(909) 482-0566
(Montclair)

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.
Catering Service Available •- Anywhere •· Any Time

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS
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Old Fashion Revival at Primm AME
He is presently pastoring the
First A.M.E. Church of Indio.
Mrs. Annie Bell Bagneris will
be the guest to provide gospel
and spiritual song.
The Bagneris family is well
known in Southern California
for their unique style of music.

Black Voice News
POMONA

Primm Tabernacle African
Methodist Episcopal Church of
Pomona, has slated the dates of
May 28, 29 and 30, for an old
fashioned revival.
The Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
of The First African Methodist
Episcopal Church of Indio will
be the evangelist/preacher.
,.
Rev. Gray served as assistant
'
pastor of St. Paul A.M.E.
Rev. Frank Gray
Church in San Bernardino from
San Bernardino Community
1987 - 1992.
A
In August of 1992, he was College, California State
appointed as Pastor of Quinn University, San Bernardino and
A.M .E. Church in Moreno California Baptist College in
Valley. Rev. Gray has spent 33 Riverside.
He holds an Associate's
years in the Christian ministry.
Degree
in
Business , a
He has served on numerous
boards and task forces. He Bachelor's Degree in Christian
attended Lane Christian Theology and a Master's Degree
College, Jackson, Tennessee. in Divinity.
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We've Committed
Adultery?
Questions
& Answers

By Dr. Re inald Woods

QUESTION: Dear Pastor
Woods; I have slipped back into
the ways of my old life and committed a big sin 'adultery', more
than once. I asked the Lord to
forgive me because it laid heavy
on both of our hearts. We both
know the Lord and we have both
prayed that it will never happen
again. My question is, will we
be forgiven? Proverbs 6:33 says
"s hame will never be wiped
away."

Anonymous
ANSWER: Proverbs 6:33 is
referring to the spouse of the
adulterer. It is saying in essence
that the spouse of the person
committing adultery will not be
forgiving of their spouse and the
other person that committed
adultery with his spouse. This
passage is referring to the wrath

and ruthlessness of man against
the adulterers. You see, where
God is forgiving, man is not.
You can count on the grace and
the mercy of God. Man is full of
wrath and vengeance. There are
natural consequences to sin also.
Both of you are Christians.
Christians cannot commit sin
and feel good .. Why? Because
-your God-like nature within you
hates sin. First Corinthians 6: 19
says" What? Don't you know
that your body is the temple
(dwelling place) of the Holy
Spirit which is in you, which you
have of God, and you are not
your own?" Galatians 5: 16 says,
"Walk in the Spirit and you shall
not fulfill the lust of the flesh."
Now the key is to strengt hen
your relation s hip with God
through study of the Word and
prayer. This will increase the
appetite of your spirit and
decrease the desire of your flesh.
Finally, I st John l :9 says, "If
we confess our sins, He (God) is
faithful and just to forgive us."
The key to repentance is a genuine desire to change and to tum
and go the opposite direction.
Go and sin no more.

If you have a question
that you would like answered,
write: Dr. Reginald L. Woods,
Life Changing Ministries, P.O.
Box 9778, San Bernardino, CA
92427-9778

@hristian
~ingles
Ih.let1Mork

Rev. Edgar Jackson, Pastor of
Primm Tabernacle said, "with
all of the bad news we hear
daily, the who le community
ought come together to hear the
good news and be inspired and
revived for the days ahead."

Pastor Melvin Cole
and

The Peace of God Outreach Ministry
presents

Pre-Father's Day Gospel Extravaganza
Featuring

Eddie Wilson
and

The Mighty Kings of Harmony
Saturday, June 14, 1997
4:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Dinner Will Be
Served

Hilltop Hotel

For Further Information, Call

Revival!

(909) 882-3489

forth breakthrough in the
Church Uplift, increase and
assist in establishing help
ministries and Bible cell groups.

Evangelist Robert F. Durgan

Powerful, Anointed, and
Prophetic
Will come to your
church
1(800) 760-9267
(909) 484-5992

Spiritual Life
World Outreach
Ministries

We are here to bring

1(800) 760-9267
(909) 484-5992

Bethany Community Church
1550 Palmetto Ave. Ontario

Tell th~m you saw it in
The Black Voice News

Location of Fellowship Dinner to be Announced.
Spaces are limited so please RSVP no later than

May 22, 1997 (909) 986-4771 or (909) 873-0975

To

*Donations are Requested*

Mt. Zion Lighthouse
Full Gospel Church

Victory Temple Worship
Center

A Pentecostal Holiness Ministry

9559-A N. Center Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

3310 Lime Street Downtown
P.O. Box 5037
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 784-HOLY or 686-8240 - FAX

il

(909) 941-2222

, ·

SERVICE TIMES:
Pastor Joel Block

P.O. Box 11308 Carson, CA 90749

310-609-2129
The New Jerusalem
Foursquare Church

New!!! InRialto

New Life Covenant Church
2 19 N. Riverside Avenue, Rialto 92376
(Services Held In The Woman's Club Bldg.)
(909) 874-2417

CHILDREN'S MINISTRY

9:30 a.m.

A church dedicated to New Testament
style Teaching, Preaching and Worship"

BlBLESTUDY

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

9:30 a.m.

11

I

9:00a.m.
10:lOa.m.
6:00p.m.

I

Free Bible Lesson Course By Mail
Free Transportation
OFFICE: 657-5433 Mon. - Sat.
657-274 Sun
FAX: 657-2803

Spirit~fillcd 111cssagc.1·.fiJ1'
todm· '.I' lil'ing

'96 McDonald Gospelfest Choir
Competition Winners

presents

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS

WEEKlY SeMcEs
Sudlv

9a.m.
Rev. Michael and Sherrie
Edwards

(Adults only)

9 - 10 a.m.
10:30a.m.
11 - 12:30 p.m.

Thursday
7:00p.m.

7:00p.m.

Tuasdoy
Nursery care is provided

(during church)

11:00 o.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7:00p.m.

Sible Study

Frida/
Evangelistic Service

7:30p.m.

12:30 - 1:30 PM
for

"A place where all may come and be refreshed"

~

Aim To Grow
through the
WORD of Goo

W. Osborn, Assistant Minister
W. Otis, Assistant Minister

(909) 784-0860

WEEKLY SERVICES

It Is Our

Curtis McCullom, Senior
Minister

2883 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 359-0203

7:30p.m.

Sunday Services

Church of God In Ovlst

Riverside, CA

11:00a.m.
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study

279 "D" Street
Perris, Califomia 92570

REfAESHING SPRING TENtPlE

6476 Streeter Avenue

9:15 a .m.

Christian Education Sun.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer

WEEKLY SERVICES
Monday-Friday Neighborhood
Intercessory Hour of Prayer
12Noon
Wednesday in-depth Bible Core Study
7:00p.m.
Friday Holy Worship Service
7:00p.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Holy Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Holy Evangelist Service
7:00p.m.
2nd Friday Night Monthly Neighborhood
Intercessory Open Door Prayer
10:30 p .m. - 6:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible School
Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship

)

Seminar 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Fellowship Dinner 7:30 pm

WELCOME ALL CULTIJRES IN EVERY NATION

For further info. send correspondence to:

Bible Study

Saturday, May 24, 1997

Perris Church Of Christ

Newsletter published quarterly

•

Christian Singles Adult Seminar & Fellowship
Dinner / Social
Preparing for the Calling that God has so Purposed

Pastor Clarence A. Williams, Jr.

✓ Business Advertisement
✓ Subscription Newsletter
✓ Personal Introductions
✓ Social Events

Classes
Worship
Children's Church

Single Adults Reaching Out...

Visit a Church of your choice,

24-hr. information and subscription hotline connects you to...

Sunday School
Christian Life Development

Tickets
$12.00

2000 Ostrems Way
San Bernardino

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

_fL

li.r

(909) 597-7134
4195

177
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
CHINO HILLS PKWY

11
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BETHEL ~-l.1'LE
CHUHCH

Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST

8:00 a.m .
9:45 a.m .
10:45 a.m.

7:00 p .m.

S unday School

7:30 pm
7:30 pm

" CELEBRATING

Friday

Bible Study
Wednesday

Weekly Order O f Service

P astor Ron and La Vette Gibs on

.
Wednesday
Bible Study (Pastoral Teaching)
Children & Teen Ministries

Prayer Meeting
Wednesday

Church O f G od In C hr ist
14340 Elsworth S t., Suite 12 1-124
Moreno Valley, CA

Sunday
WORSHIP SERVICES
8:00 am , 11:00 am & 7:00 pm
Sunday School
9:45 am
New Members' Class
9:45 am
Childrens' Church
11:00 am
Support Group
5:00 pm
Faith Clinic
5:30 pm

SUNDAY SERVICES

•

Breakthrough

3349 Rubidoux Bouleva rd•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LIFE

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401
Morning Service
S unday School
S unday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive

Thursday, May 22, 1997

Fellowship Service

7 :30 p .m .

M AY

7:30 pm

Prayer Daily: Tues-Fri at 6am, 12 pm, & 7 pm

1987 · MAY 1997

Sunday Worship
Services
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

S unday Sch o ol
9 :15 a .m.
M orning W orsh ip
10:15 a.m .
Even ing W orkshop
6 :00 p.m.
Tuesday P r ayer M e eting & Bible Study

7:00 p .m .

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

BLESSED
ASSURANCE

Tuesday

7:00 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal
Thursday
Evangelist Service

Christian Edu cation

Rev. Charles Brooks

2008 Martin Luther King, Blv d.
Stratton Center -Temp. Location
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 55010, Riv erside, CA 92517
(909) 683-1567
Worship Service s

Early Service

9:30 a.m .
11:00 a.m .

Sunday School
Morning Worship

BIBLE STUDY

8 :00 a .m.
9 :30 a .m.
10:45 a .m .

Prayer and Bible S tudy
(1860 C hicago, Ste. #Gll, Riverside)
Wednesday
6:30 p .m.

Rev. Raymond F. Williams

"God is in the Blessing Business"

Ne,v Beginnings ·
Connuunity
Baptist Chui-ch
Services held at: Kansas
Avenue S .D .A. Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

Weekly Servlee1

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Sunday School
10 a. m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 p.m.

LACEY5UNDAY· FRIDAY AT

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley, CA
92556

Allen Chapel
Afrlran Methoolst
1:DISCC>Pal Churdl
4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Sunday Services

To HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up b etter
than LOV spoken

7:00 p .m .

(909) 684-7532

HIGHWAY

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson Sr.

7:00 p .m.

2911 Ninth St.
Riverside, CA 92502

presents

..

· '.

7:00 p.m .

Second Baptist Church . . - - - - - -- --.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

', 1

9:30 a.m.
11:15 a .m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

Wednesday

(Heb. 6:11 & 12)
2355 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 222-4005

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:00 p .m.

Sunday
Sunday Sch ool
Morning Worship
Y.P.W.W.
Evening Worship

AMOS TEMPLE

Tues. N ight
~ri. Nigh t

Evening Worsh ip

8:00 a.m.
lla.m.
9:30 a.m.

SERVICE TIMES:

Pastor Eullas J. James

5:30 p.m .

2 00 Oasis Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 325-1779

Church of God in Christ

Sunday School
Worsh ip Service

Y PWW

Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

WEEKLY SERVICES

10:45 a.m.

Come To Life, It Will Change Yours!

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
5694 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - O ffice

Morning Worship

A DECADE

OF DYNAMIC MINISTRY"

(every 1st & 3rd)

9:30 a .m .

E a rly Morning Worship 8:00 a .m.
S unday Schoo l
9:30 a .rp.

Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Ope n
7:00 p .m.

6 PM

10:00a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Wednesday Servi<;_es

and

Music
COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT 9 PM

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

Prayer Services
Bible Study

7:00 p.m.
7:45 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II
" Second in Name, First in Love"

call

THE BOOK

Newly Organized

(909) 688-1570

The Living Word Baptist
Church

VISIT A CHURCH OF YOUR
CHOICE. TELL THEM YOU
SAW THEM IN BLACK VOICE

OF ACTS

Schedule of Service

Sunday Praise & Worship ..... ...... ........ ... 12:00 p .m .
Wednesday Family Bible Study ... .. ..... ... .6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service .. ...... ........ ...... 7: 30 p. m .

NEWS

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

Rev. FD . Bullock
3431 Mt. Vernon Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-9218
Theme: "Endeavoring to Increase the Population of
Heaven"

OF SERVICE:
Tuesday - 9:30 a.m.
Thursday-5:30 p.m.
Friday- 10:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p .rn.
W EEKLY ORDER

Prayer:

11 nsfor mul Jfa•s. Har,·ey
--~ llem1 ■Jones

(9m.t)

884-824:I

SUNDAY SERVICES:

Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:45 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Church Directory Listing
F ONTANA
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Ivan Williams, Pastor
Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349

MORENO VA LLEY
Perris Valley
United Methodist Church
Rev. Edward Hawthorne
Masonic Lodge
21400 Johnson Ave.
Mead Valley, CA
Church School: IO am
Worship Service: 11 am

RIVERSIDE
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside
(909) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Spiritual Growth
Church Of God In Christ
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
9909) 352~2109
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship:

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st)
Evening

11 :00 a.m.

9: 15 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11 :00 a.m.

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0 170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

(909) 276-8374
Marc Woodson, Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth Service

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. Pastor
Magnolia St. Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-9 160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration I 0:00 a.m.
9 :00a.m.
9:30 a.m.
l0:45 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Park Ave11ue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
6:00 p.m.

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
Rev. Kevin F. Brown, Pastor
2433 I 0th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Early Morning Prayer
9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Services:
Prayer Meeting & bible
Study
7:00 p.m.

RUBIDOUX
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon St.
Rubidoux, California 92509

Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2 138
Sunday
9 :30 a.m.
New Visions Ch r istia n Commu nity
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Chur ch
\ Wednesday
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Riverside, CA 92508
Come Over To Macedonia And
(909) 687-7454
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson,
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
Jr., M .Ed., M.Div
9:00 a.m. 2II0 Ogden St.
Christian Growth Class
Morning Worship & Praise 11:00 a.m. San Bernardino, CA 92405
7:00 p.m. (909) 887-4864
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m. Order of Service
Choir Rehearsal
IOa.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Bible Study
SAN BERNARDINO
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor
San Bernardino , CA 92411
I 575 West 17th Street
Rev. Charles MacDonald
San Bernardino, CA 9241 I
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. (909) 887-2526 Church
Worship Hour
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9 :30 a.m.
New Hope COGIC
11:00 a.m.
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
Morning Worship
N.B.C.
5:30 p.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
(909) 381-2662
Nursery Services Provided
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
New Life Christian
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
9:15 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Early Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Church School Hour
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour
Tuesday
6:30p.m.
Bible Study Hour
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service
7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday
8:00 p.m,

GRAND TERRACE
Free-Way Missionary Bapti.st Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. 11 l
Grand Terrace CA 923 I 3
(909) 825-5140
Sunday Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

HIGHLAND
Amazing Grace COGIC
6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346
(909) 864-7069
Pastor W.L. McClendon
Order of Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 :30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Sunday Night YPWW
Sunday Night Worshi p
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Band
7:30 p.m.
Thursday Night Worship
7:30 p.m.
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MSRP...................$12,690
Freeway Discount. ....-691
Factory Rebate......... -1000
Your Cost ..............$10,499

3.9% .

MSRP.....•..•..•••.•...••$17,580
Freeway Discount.....-1255
Factory Rebate........., -500
Your Cost...............$] 5,825

0 ------.

.O¾O
3· 9

MSRP.....................$20,145
Freeway Discount...-1472
Factory Rebate .........-1000

3.9%

1

Your Cost•••••••••••••••• $17,673

60 MOS.

60 MOS.

VIN #622279,
622201

VIN#643382

MSRP.....................$18,545 ,0
. iMSRP.....................$22,410
Freeway Discount....-1407 . - - - - - · Freeway Discount•.•. -1161
.Factory Rebate........ -1000
Factory Rebate........ -1500
Your Cost...............$16,538

1.9o/c ·.

MSRP.....................$22,960
Freeway Discount...-1981
Factory Rebate .........-2000

7.9o/c

Your Cost••••••••••••••$]~, 749

0

Your Cost ...............•$18,979

48 MOS.

•
1.9% ·
48 MOS . .

MSRP..................... $27,995
·Freeway Discount...-2368 _ _ _ _ __

MSRP..................... $37,250
Freeway Discount. ..-2806
Factory Rebate .........-3000

Your Cost•••••••••••••••• $25,627

Your Cost •••••••••••••••• $31,444

.0

1goJ/0

/

1

48 MOS.

VTN #J50874

Vin.
#702404

' 91 VW G OLF GL

'94 FORD ESCORT LX

$5,999

$6,999

' 92 VW JETTA GL

$7,99·9

VIN #029393

LIC # 3KDM430

' 93 VW PAS SAT GL

'95 FORD WINSTAR

' 92 FORD EXPLORE R XLT

$9,999

$13,999

s1a,a99

VIN # 125605

VIN # C64558

' 94 LINC T OWNCAR

' 95 M E RC GRAND MARQUIS

$14,999

$15,999

LIC # 3GRC728

VIN # 3M GH090

LIC #

~95 KIA SEPHIA

$7999
v1J'# s21442s

'95 FORD F 150 XLT SUP ER C AB

LIC # 2XLY254

$14,999

'96 FORD MUSTANG CONV

'96 VW J E TTA VR- 6

VIN # A85421

·$17,999
VIN # 3RBP301

$18,999
VIN l/ 047547

UTO PLAZA DR.

1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO

909/889-3514
1-800-237-8115
Sale Ends 05/26/97

..••,•
...
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Angels Trainer Tea hes Local Coaches:
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

One day as Ned Bergert,
head athletic trainer for the
Anaheim Angels, mowed his
lawn, his son, then 3, followed
close behind with a toy lawn
mower. "As I mowed, I chewed
tobacco and frequently stopped
to spit. Each time, my son
imitated my actions. Right then,
I knew chewing tobacco was a
habit I had to break," said

Bergert. "I didn't want him to has been engaged in an all-out
believe that chewing tobacco campaign to educate coaches
was okay, and follow in my about the role they play in their
footsteps."
athletes' tobacco use habits.
When Bergert read about an
Bergert shares his knowledge
Oklahoma high school athlete as the keynote speaker for "Play
whose cancer-related death was it Tobacco Free" a free coach's
the result of chewing tobacco, conference that was held on
he was inspired to learn more May 19th, at Cal State Sall
about the dangers of chewing.
Bernardino's University Student
He decided what he learned ',.U nion . He offered coaches
was too vital to keep to himself, 'several educational tools to
so for the past 10 years Bergert educate themselves and to pas

on to their athletes.
"There are probably some
tobacco users among the
coaches," Bergert commented.
"We want to remind them they
are role models and that tobacco
use affects not only their health,
but the health of the athletes
who imitate them," he added.
The curriculum coordinator
for the San Bernardino County
Superintendent of Schools
agrees with Bergert. Karen

Fosdick, of Comprehensive
Health Services, said the county
is using grant money awarded
for "tobacco use prevention
education" to help educate
coaches who affect students
from fourth through eighth
grade.
"I think coaches · are
sometimes unaware of the
message they are giving to kids,
because the kids really look up
to their coaches and admire

30 NFL Draft Picks & Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Model to
Pose for Upper Deck Photos
Black Voice News
CARLSBAD

~

Upper Deck kicks off
ootball season with top
selections in unique
photo
shoot
on
California beach
Thirty top NFL draft picks. A
Sports Illustrated swimsuit
model. White sandy, sunny
beaches of Santa Monica,
California. A behind the scenes
look at Upper Deck trading
cards. What more could you ask
for?
That was the setting at The
Upper Deck Company's 3rd
Annual NFL Rookie Shoot on
Tuesday, May 20th in Santa
Monica, California.
On hand was 30 of the top
picks from the recent NFL draft
including number one picks
Orlando Pace, Shawn Springs,
Reidel Anthony, Walter Jones,
Yatil Gr-een, Ike Hilliard p.m.
Druckenmiller, Tony Gonzalez,
and Darrell Russell, the
Oakland Raiders' first round
selection from USC . (A
complete list of the NFL draft
picks is attached.)
Also on hand to pose with the
players was Sports Illustrated
swimsuit
model
Stacey
Williams, who was posing with
the NFL draft picks.
The athletes photographed
were:
• Seven photo stations will be
set up on the Santa Monica pier,

including bumper cars and at
video games; in the sand with
water guns and hula hoops, and
even on the roller coaster.
• A 3-D videotaping for
Upper
Deck's
patented
"Holoview" trading cards. The
photos will be used on Upper
Deck trading cards, available in
late August
• In a variety of poses in the
uniforms of the teams that
drafted them.
The photos for the cards will
be taken by Sports illustrated
photographers VJ. Lovero and
Walter Iooss, as well as
nationally
recognized
photographers Chris Covatta,
Geffy Thomas·, Tim Mantioni,
Scott Clarke, Victor Baldizon
and Bill Livingston.
"Once again Upper Deck is
proud to sponsor the NFL
Rookie Shoot . Year after year
Upper Deck has brought
football fans and collectors the
first pictures and the most
unique pictures of the hottest
NFL rookies," said Brian Burr,
President of The Upper Deck
Company, LLC.
The Upper Deck Company,
LLC
is
a
premier
sports/entertainment publishing
company which delivers a
portfolio of relevant, innovative
and multi-dimensional product
experiences to collectors, sports
and entertainment enthusiasts.
Founded in 1988, The Upper
Deck Company, LLC is located
in Carlsbad, Calif.

Players' Name
Jim Druckenmiller
Orlando Pace

Team
Vir2iniaTech
Ohio State
Colorado
Ohio State

Rae Carruth

Shawn SoriD2s

Tony Gonzalez
Pat Barnes
Kevin Lockett
Darrell Russell
Reinard Wilson
Reidel Anthony _ ..
Warrick Dunn
Peter Boulware
David LaFleur
Kenny Holmes
James Farrior
Dwayne Rudd

Yatil Green

1st

Kan. St

WR

2nd

Kansas City
Kansas City
Kansas City

USC

DT

1st

Oakland

DE

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Cincinnati
New York Giants
Tum,aBay
Tum,aBay
Baltimore

1st
1st
1st
1st

Dallas
Houston
New York Jets

1st
3rd
1st 1st

Buffalo
New Orleans
Miami
Detroit

Bryant Westbrook

.~'

Jake Plummer
Corey Dillon
Will Blackwell
Renaldo Wynn

2nd

Arimna
Cincinnati

Byron Hampard
Walter Jones
Damell Autry
TomKnil!bt
Joey Kent

-a>wast

RB
DE

TE
DE
OLB

LB
RB
RB

Miami (FL)
Texas

WR

ASU
Washinaton
San Diego St
Notre Dame

QB
RB

Texas Tech
Florida St
Northwestern
Iowa
Tennessee

Juniors are in Bold'

WR
WR

Minnesota

'

Houston

-

St. Louis
Carolina
Seattle

4th

. Alabama

;

DB

Team
San Fnnisco

TE

LSU
Miami (FL)
Virginia

-

T
WR

Drafted
1st
1st
1st
1st

QB

l

Antowain Smith
Troy Davis

QB

California
California

Florida St
Florida
Florida
Florida St
Florida St

Ike ffilliard

Position

DB

WR

2nd
2nd

DE

1st

Pittabut'2h
Jacksonville

RB

T

2nd
1st

Seattle

RB

4th

DB

1st

WR

2nd

them," she said. "We thought · ·
we should equip coaches ~itb
information to help them hel~
the kids make the right
decision," said Fosdick.
There
were
several
workshops at the conference:
Among them were classes on
oral health, a statistics session
on youth and tobacco use, and ~
discussion of community
resources for a tobacco-free ·
lifestyle.
"This conference was
designed to give all coaches
tools to help keep kids off
tobacco. Why? Tobacco kills.
It doesn't matter if you smoke,
dip, or chew it - the result is the
same," said Joyce Miller, health
educator with the San
Bernardino County Health
Department' s Tobacco Use
Reduction Now or -TURN •
program.
The conference for San
Bernardino County Coaches is
sponsored by: TURN; The San
Bernardino
County
Superintendent of Schools
Office; and California State
University, San Bernardin<?
Department of Health Science
and Human Ecology.
TURN's goal is to eliminate
youth access to tobacco, tobacco
promotions aimed at youth, and
exposure to second-hand smoke.
Funds for TURN are made
possible by the Tobacco Tax
Health Protection Act of 1988 -Proposition 99, under a grant
from the California Department
of Health Services, Tobacco
Control Section.

Atlanta
Chicago
Arizona
Houston

.

r------------------------------------------------------------~
TELL Us WHAT You THINK
:

:

I
Your ideas and interests are important to us at The Black Voice News. We strive to improve the content and quality of our paper with each issue and I
1
your input would better help us serve our community.
I
I
I
What do you like least about The BVN?
:which articles have you enjoyed In Black Voice News?
I

,1 . _ _________

·,

----41------- - - - - -- -

12. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ______ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ ..___ __ _ __ __ _ __
13_

I
I
I

14.
-_
----_
--_
-_
-_
-15, __
___
____
__
____- _
__-

16. _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _- - - ' - - - - - 17. _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _- - " " - ' - - - - - - - - - -- - -

I

If you could change one thing about The BVN, what would it be?
Why?

'
I
I

'I

ia.

I -_
-_
-_
-__
-- _
-_
--- _
-_
-_
- __
- -_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_19.
__
_ __
110. - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

••Are there any topics that you think the newspaper is giving too
: much coverage to?

·', Additional comments:

1- - - - - -- - - - - - - , - . , - - - - - - - - - -1

•- -- -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

•:Are there any topics that you think the newspaper does not cover

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE?

1enough?

I

·-- - -- - - --------:c - - - - - - - - - - 1
I

,---------------------'--

•What do you like most about The BVN?

[] YES

[l

NO

If No, thank you for helping to improve your community newspaper. '1
I
N~
I

- - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- -- - -,

ADDRESS:

I
- - - - - -- - -- - - - --

DAY PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EVENING PHONE: _ __ _ _ _ __

_

- - -- - - - . 1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
• _

Please return this questionnaire to: The Black Voice News, 3585 Main Street, Suite 201, Riverside, CA 92501
or fax it to: (909) 276-0877. Or e-mail to: black_voice@ eee.org

I
1

~------------------------------------------------------------~

1
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Entertainment

The Black Voice News

.rrracey Lee New Artist
on the Rise

Thursday, May 22, 1997

A Night of Dancing Prizes
and Fun at Potter's
Black Voice News

ANAHEIM

Potter's Corner Able Disables
will have a karaoke party,
Saturday, May 31, 1997 from
8:00 p.m. to midnight at the
Quality Inn (California Salon 3
&4).
The featured karaoke vocalist
and special guest will be Norene
Price, followed by open
karaoke.
The Quality Inn is located at
616 Convention Center Way,
Anaheim, California. The cost
for this exciting evening will be
$7.00 (validated parking).

Rap artist Tracey Lee and Party," available only as a bonus
By Storm
Entertainment- track on the album Many Facez,
Universal Records made an is one of the most requested
impressive debut with his album video's on BET.
Many Facez. Many Face z
Tracey Lee is the first rapper
debuted tn the top 30 on on ByStorm Entertainment, a
billboards Top R&B Albums joint venture with Universal
and #4 on the Heatseekers (new Records. ByStorm is headed by
artist chart.) The first single Mark Pitts, manager of the late
· from Many Facez, "The Theme Notorious B.I.G. and the
(1r's Party Time)," is a certified platinum R&B duo Changing
hit single and l 997's "party Faces.
anthem." The "energetic" and
Currently Lee is on a
"make everybody want to get up promotional tour of major U.S.
and dance - again" remix of cities, and preparing for the
"The Theme" titled "The After release of hi s- second single
Party Remix," is adding fuel to "Give It Up Baby."
the fire and features hip-hop
Many Facez is available in
icon Busta Rhymes. "The After local record stores now.

Your Community
Jazz Station

KUOR-89.1

•

atca
le Than Ever Before

Jamaica ·
5 days, 4 nights

starting at

81'C

"''"
Gospel

UlC
10:00

J':JbUc
Affairs
Sunday

SymphOny
Acoustic

"'°"

Wad

Tues

Thurs

Fri

Mo1J,tega Bay

-

Swing
Era

T: QO

P:00

Raggaa
Acoustic Jazz

-81-

Acousllc
Jazz

t :<l<l

Ol'FAIR

I

Gospel Programming

89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373...(909)792-0721
a broadcast servic11 lrortf IM 41fliYQfSity of R&dlands

-

$469. 00/ person

Enjoy and relax while watching the sunset at the Beach Comber Club Negri(, 4 days, 3
nights.
Travel packages based on availability

Blues

11 ·00

•.

starting at

Showcase
:1 :~n

Gospel

7-Mile Bea·ch

Smooth Jazz & Vocals

Jazz

U>C

$359. 00/person

Includes: air fare, hotel and transfer.
Sal

Po!ka

~

$2 79. 00/person

lnci'udes: air fare , nly - round-trip

starting at
KIJOR 89. t FIi REOLANDS-PROGRAII SCHEDUt.E

The event touts dancing,
prizes and great fun for
everyone.
For
more
information, call (714) 8576927.

Travel Masters · :--?W
23741-G Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(909) 242-3414

HOLLYWOOD PICTUm l>M~ lniSIOC~bonv.itli CARAVAN PICTUm AROGER BIRNBAUM~
ACHRISTOPH[R CAIN film 1m PESCI DANNY GLOVER "GONE flSHIN'" ROSANNAARQUHTE
LYNN WHITflELD ~RANDY EDELMAN : JILL MAZURSKY CODY ~ DEAN SEMLER, Ao.
~~JILL MAZURSKY CODY &JEffREY ABRAMS ~ ROGER BIRNBAUM JULIEBERGMANSENDER

•

te~..:L

~~~~W~1N1-=--=-1~ Ntllltu,is·

Starts Friday, May 30th
At Theatres Everywhere

Legals/Classifieds
The Black Voice News

CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

SEIZED CARS from

$175.

$

$

$

Porsches, Cadillacs,

EXPERIENCED SALES PEOPLE

Chevys, BMW's , Corvettes.

WANTED AT ONCE! EARN FROM

Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your

$1500 TO $5000 PER WEEK.

A rea. Toll Free (800) 218-

COMMISSIONS.

9000 Ext. A-7658 for current

WORKS. DON'T WAIT. APPROVED

listings.

NATIONAL HEALTH PRODUCT.

.....

IT

REALLY

CALL FROM 8-12 NOON OR
EVENINGS 6•8:30 PM. (909)

DATES

245-5805

GUYS & GALS

The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the UM in this atata
of• fictitiou1 business name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law
(MC.14400 elaeq.b & p code)
Statement filed with Iha County on
AprH 29, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statam11nt
on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973100
p.5/8,5/15,5122.5129

PSOIATION 9fHiE9

DATES

PROBATION OFFICER I
1-900-988-6003 Ext.6688

$2395 to $2985 apprx mthly
PROBATION OFFICER II
$2910 to $3624 apprx mthly
Flllng Deadllne: 5:00 p.m.
May 30, 1997

$2.00 per min
Must be 18yrs

San Bernardino County Probation
Dept is recruiting for Probation
Officers
who
perform
investigations, provide casework
services
and
make
recommendations to the court
relative to juv enile and adult
probationers. REQ • .E..ll: Both
Levels: Opt 1 : 30 sem (45 qtr)
units of compl college coursework
in psyc h, soc, admin of justice or
other closely rel beh science: at
least half must be upper d ivision
courses. Opt 2 : 60 sem (90 qtr)
units of compl college coursework
or grp work exp which incl
counseling
and
treatment
assignments (e.g . social worker,
group counselor, probationer
officer). Exp: Level II: One yr of
prof casework or grp work exp as
above. If applying under Opt 2,
this must be an additional yr of
exp. Orig county app. req.
Apply to the Address below.

EXTRAORDINARY LIVE
PSYCHICS.
Love, Money, Know your
future.
CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY,
CALLUS NOW
1-900-4900 Ext.4080
$3.00 Per Minute
Must Be 18 years or older

GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes from pennies on
$1 . Delinquent Tax, Repo' s ,
REO's . Y our a rea. Toll Free

(800) 218- 9000

Ext.

H-

7658 tor c u rr e n t listings.

San Bernardino County
Human Resources
157 w. Fifth St. First Fl.
San Bndo, CA 92415-8304
(909) 387-8304
EOE M/F/H

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following person(s) is (ere) doing
business as:

LIFEGUARD (PART-TIME) - CITY OF COLTON- $6.25/hrReq participation in a variety of aquatic

activities &

services or volunteer work with youth, adult & senior
citizens; H .S. grad or equiv, suppl

by specialized aquatic

courses; pos standard first aid, adv lifesaving and CPR
certif. Appls accepted on a continuous
Dept. 650

N. La

basis. Personnel

Cadena Dr., Colton CA 92324. (909) 370-

The MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT In
Rivers ide County will be holding a Certified Teacher Job
Fair
June 7, 1997, 8 : 30 a.m. to 3:00p. m.
at P a lm M i ddle School, 11900 Slawson Ave, Moreno Valley
Salary Schedule Range:
On-sit e intervi ews

will

be conducted for applicants who

hold a teaching credent1a·1 or
appropriate

$28,881 - $53,884

credential

will

be ellglble for the

by August 25,

1997 In the

following a reas:

Grades K-5 • Secondary
Grades 6 - 12 • Special Education• Special needs In Choral
Bilingual K - 12 • Elementary

Music, Drama, and Instrumental Band
Applications may be requested and appointments
scheduled from S/14/97 to 5/30/97 by calling Human
Resources at (909) 485-5600 ext.2978. Walk-Ins wlll be
a ccepted ,

however,

appointments

are

strongly

LEGA LS
FICTITIO US
STATEMENT

BUSINESS

NAME

The following per son(s) is (are) doing
bus iness as:
CMC REALTY
13600 Player Cl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Wycliffe McFarlane
328 W. Antelope Dr. #J
Layton, VT 84015
This business is conducted by
lndividuals-1iusband and Wife
Registrant commenced to transact
business under t he fictitious
business n am e or names listed
above on 1/29197.
s/Wycliffe McFarlane

The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize t he use in this
st ate of a f ictitious businns name In

violation of the rights of another
under f ederal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
April 24, 1997
I haraby certify that thi1 copy is a
correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 972991
. p.511,5/8,5/15,5122
FICTITIOU S BU SIN ESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
SHIRU RESIDENTIAL HOMES
i . 3346 Grampion
Riverside, CA 92507
Shirley Ann Smith
22579 Naranj a St.
Moreno Valley, Ca 92557
This business is conducted by
lnlfividual
, Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business u ~ tha fictitioua
buainess name or names listed
herein.
s/Shirtey A. Smith
The filing of this atatement does not
of ltaaff authorize tha u" in thi•
state of a fictitioua bualnesa name in
violation of Iha righta of another
under federal, state. or common law
(aec.14400 et...q.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
April 14, 1997
I hereby certify that tllia copy la a
correct copy of the original
1

statement on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 972675
p.511 ,518,5115,S/22
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following person(s) is (ara) doing

businffa ••:
THE CARPET FAIRE
420 Mc Kinley St. #142
Corona, CA 91719
Marvin Flynn
551 Wellesley #101
Corona, CA 91719
Thia business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant hu not yet begun to
transact business under tha flcthlous
bustn..a name or nam.. listad
herein.
a/Marvin Flynn
Th• filing of thi• atatement does not
of ltaelf authorlu Iha UH In this state
of a fictltloua buaineaa nama in
violation of the rtghta of another
under,_,.,_ state, or common law
(uc.14400at.aeq.b & p code)
Statament filed with the County on
April 25, 1WI
hereby certify 1hat this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement
on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Cieri<
FILE NO. 973036
p.518,5/15,5122,5/211
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following person(a) ia (are) doing
busln..a as:
M.C.E.R.
17130 Hellman Ave.
Corona, CA 91720
"J". Manuel Castro Cortez
1350 Fawn St.
Ontario, Ca 91762
Ro..ndo Guillen
1337FawnSt.
Ontario, CA 91762
Thia buslneaa la conducted by
Co-Partnera
Registrant commenced to transact
bualneaa under the fictltioua
buainesa nama or nam. . listed
above on 4/27/17
orJ ". Manuel Castro Co<tu

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
3470 12TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92501
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF
USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME
The following person(s) hH (have)

abandoned the use of the fictitious

..

AMEN REALTY 11112&2s EBEPEBICK
St us MORENO VALLEY CA
12W

Tomas Lozano
894 E. 3rd St

The fictitious business name referred

Pomona, Ca 91766

County on &/16/95

to above was filed In Riverside

Armando Ramirez

11454 Fair Fax Ln.
Pomona, Ca 91766
Thia buainess is conducted by
a General Partnerahip
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
above on 3/2/97
a/Tomas Lozano

Th• filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in thi• state
of a fictitious business name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common Jaw
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 05 1997
0

I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of Iha original statement
on Ille In my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973250
p.5/8.5115,5/22,5/29
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
Tha following paraon(s) ia (are) doing
business as:

BRE DANCE THEATRE
36419th St.
Riverelde, CA 92501
Clifford Jefferd Breland
5730 Ives Place
Riverside, Ca 92506
This buslne11 is conducted by
5013C
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious
business name or namn lieted
above on 1/97
I/Clifford J. Breland
The flllng of thi■ ■tatament doaa not
of itaell authori.. 1ha u1a In this state
of a fictitious buaineaa name in
violation of tha rights of another
under federal, atate, or common law
(..c.14400 et.aeq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 06, 1997
I ha.-.by certify that thia copy ia a
correct copy of Iha original atatemen
on Ille in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973292
p.5/8,5/15,5122,5129

recommended.
MVUSD Is an Equal Opportunity Employer

FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973403
p.5/15,5/22,5/29,6/5

business name

AA/EOE

CERTIFIED TEAC HER JOB FAIR

Statement filed with the County on
May 09, 1997
I hereby cerlify that this copy la a
correct copy of the original statement
on file in my office.

CALIFORNIA GROWERS NURSERY
9540 Hastings Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509

~

5062

Thursday, May 22, 1997
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FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE
MENT
Tha following person(•) is (ere) doin11
business es:
VILLA LEA RETIREMENT ASSISTED
LIVING
3891 Palk Strffl
Riverside, CA 92505
Pompela V. Lurenana
3891 Polk Street
Riverside, ca 92505
Genaro M. Luranana
3891 Polk Street
Riverside, ca 92505
This busl~• is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Regiatrant has not yet begun to
tranaact business under Iha fictitious
busineaa name or names listed
herein.
a/ Pompaia V. Luranana/Genaro M.
Lurenana
Tha filing of this statement does not
of itself author!.. Iha u.. In this atate
of a fictitious buaineaa name in
violation of the righta of another
under fedsal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 09, 1WI
I hereby certify that this copy Is •
correct copy of Iha original statement
on file In my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973410
p.5/15,5122,5/211,6/5
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following pa,.on(a) is (are) doing
busineau:
DALEY TAX
6696 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Elaine R. Alverado
6292 Ave. Juan Diaz
Riverside, Ca 112509

Darnell Cunningham
13159 Ti■rra Cyn Dr.
Mareno Valley, Ca 92553
Thia b business was conducted by
Darnell Cunningham, Individual
a/Darnell Cunningham
This statement was filed with Iha
County Clerk of Riverside County on
date indicated by file stamp above on
4/16/97
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. R-955643
p.518,5/15,5122,5/29
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
The following parson(s) is (are) doing
busineaa as:
BLOW MOLDED PRODUCTS
4728 Falspar #C
Riverside, CA 92509-3068
Larry Dela Harden
126 Palo Cadre
Diamond Bar, Ca 91765
This businase is conducted by
Individual
Regietrant has not yet commenced
to tranuct business under the
fictitious business name or names
listed hareIn.
a/Larry Harden
The filing of this atstement does not
of it1alf authorize tha u1a in this atata
of a fictitious businesa name in
violation of the rights of another
under federal. state. or common law
(sec.14400 elseq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 12, 1997
I hereby certify that thie copy is •
correct copy of the original statement
on Illa In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clark
FILE NO. 973434
p.5/15,5/22,5/29,615
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE·
MENT
The following parson(• ) Is (are) doing

buaineua1:
CENTRAL AIRE
6966 Jody Ct.
Riverside, CA 92506

Sagrerio Skajem
6966 Jody Cl.
Riverside, Ca 92506
This business is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictiti0U11
business name or names harain.
s/Sagrerio Skajem
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authoriza the use In this state
of • fictitious business name in
violation of Iha rights of another
under federal, state, or common law

(aec.14400 et.saq.b & p code)
Statement filed with Iha County on
Mey 06, 1997
I hereby certify that thla copy is •
correct copy of the original atatemant
on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON.
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973296
p.5/15,5/22,S/2g,615
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following parson(s) la (are) doing
business es:
AMEN REALTY, INC.JMORTGAGE
BANKER2000
21250 Box Springs Rd. 1214
Moreno Velley, Ca 92557
Amen RNlty, Inc.
3305 w.., Spring Mountain Rd., #6024
Las Vegas, NV 811102
Nevada
Thie buainee■ is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant ha• not yat begun to
tran..ct buaineaa under Iha fictlti0U11
busineaa name or namH listed
herein.
a/Terri Cunningham, Presidant
The filing of thi• atatemant does not

I

of a fictiti0U11 bualnesa name In
violation of the ri9hta of another
under federal, atate, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b a p code)
Statement filed with the County on
April 23, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy la a
correct copy of Iha original atatemant
on Illa In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clark
FILE NO. 972956
p.5/15,5122,5/29,615
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE·
MENT
The following peraon(a) la (are) doing
bualneaa as:

tional information for biddera may be
examined at the following location:
City EnginHr/
Public Worl<a Department
201 E. Malh StrHI
San Jacinto, CA 92583
(9011) 487-7330

violation of the rights of another

Christ Faith Christian Center Non
Profit Corporation
16207 Spece Drive
Morano Valley, CA 92551
California
This bualneas la conducted by
Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact
buslneu under the flctltloua
busineu name or names listed
above on 3/21/17.
s/Johnnla
L.
McGlothen,
President/CEO
The filing ol thia statement does not
of ltNlf authorlu the u" In this atsta
of a ficthlOUII buelneaa name In violation of the rights of another under
feder■ I,

1t■te ,

or common law

(sec.14400 at.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 12, 1997
I hereby certify that thia copy ia

■

correct copy of Iha original statement
on fil■ In my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973432
p.5/15,5122,5/29,&l!i
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE·
MENT
The following paraon(I) ie (are) doing
business a1:
WORLDWIDE INDUSTRIES
NETWORK & W.1.N.
11875 Pigeon P- Road
Suite Dt-107
Moreno Valley. Ca 92557
Wortdwide Industries Network. Inc.
NevThis business is conductad by
Corporation
Registrenl ha• not yet begun to
transact buslneaa under the ficthlous
business name or names listed
herein.
s/Eartlne Whlta, President
Tha filing of thia statement does not
of it"lf •Ulhoriu the uu In this state
of• fictitioua business name in violat ion of Iha righ11 of another under

federal , atate, or common law
(sec. 14400 at.aeq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 13, 11197
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement
on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Cieri<
FILE NO, 973476
p.5/15,5/22,5129,6/5

undw federal , atate, or common law
(MC.14400 at.saq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
5/21/97
I hereby cartlfy that this copy ia a
correct copy of the original statement
on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON.
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973657
p.5/22,5129,615,6112
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE·
MENT
The following person(s) ia (are) doing
business as:

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE·
MENT
The following parson(•) ia (are) doing
bualneuas:
MUCH LOVE BEAUTY SALON
3950 Pierce StrMt, Suite E
Ri verside, CA 92506
Mona Ushay
2341 Mt. Humphries #10-4
Corona, CA 91719
This busineaa la conducted by
Individual
Registrant haa not yet begun to
transact business under Iha fictitious
bu1i ne11 name or name■ li sted
a/Mon• Ushey
The filing of this statement does not
of iteelf authorize tha use In this state
of a fictitious busi ness name in
violation of tha rights of another
under federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400at...q.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
May 14, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy ia •
correct copy of Iha original atatemant
on file in my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973497
p.5/22,5129,615,6/12

BLUE-TECH
4555 Pine St. #11 J
Riverside, CA !12501

Darosaltta Renee Parker
4655 Minnier Ave. tl~B
Riverside, CA 92505
This business ia conducted by
Individual
Registrant hH not yat begun to
tranaact bualn... under the flctltioua
buslnan name or namaa liatad
herein.
s/Deroeaitte Ranae Perk■r
Tha filing of thla statement dON not
of it1alf authorln Iha use In thla state
of a fictilioua buslneu na111a In
v iolation of the rlghta of another
under federel, • or common law
(sec.14400 11.aeq.b & p code)
Statement filed wi1h 1ha County on
5121/97
I hereby certify that thla copy la a
correct copy of the origlrwl statament
on Illa In my office.
FRANK IC. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 1173658
p.S/22,5/29,6.15,6/12
A CTmOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following peraon(a) le (are) doing
busineea as:
CHAN'S ORIENTAL CUISINE
1445 Unlveralty Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
UuChan
1445 University Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
This buslneaa la conducted by
Corporation
Regiatrant commenced to transact
buaineu under Iha fictit i ous
bu1ine11 nama or namaa listed
above on 197!1

must be plainly m•k•d an the out•
aide •• S ■n J1doto Sid1w1Jk
lmprov1m1ntatBid 97-2- Th• enve-

Fund• and the Contractor end hia
Sub(a) ara required to comply with an
their requirements.
p.5122

4555 Pine St. #11 J
Riverside, CA 92501
P.O.Box5~
Riverside CA 92517
This business ia conducted by
Individual
Registrant hH not yet begun 10
transact buainesa under the fictitioua
business name or names listed
herein.
1/Melaku Teshom•
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize tha u.. in this atate
of a fictitious businau nama in
violation of the right• of another
under federal, atate, or common law

Coples of the Contract Documents
may be obtained at the office of the
Director of Public Works, 201 • · Main
StrHI, San Jacinto, CA 92583. There
will be a $30.00 nan-refundable payment tor each "t, and an additionel
cherge of five dollars ($5.00) to cover
wrapping, handling. and coat of
postage for Nch sat of Contract Document• malled. All requests for the
Contrect Document• muat be accompanied by check or money order.
Check should be mada payable tot he
CITY OF SAN JACINTO, herein called
the " Agency."

County of San Bernardino
Old Women Springs Channel from
Old Women Springs BNin Outlet
to Yucca Wash-W.O. tF0158
Bid Data: 5128197 Bid Time: 11:00 am
Callon ia seeking County of San
Bernardi no or Cal-Trana certi fied
MWBE/DVBE sub-quotH for work,
including but not limited ta, earthwork, concrete structurea, atael fabricator• chain link fence, trucking ,
material supplier• and equipment
rental for the above referenced project.

quotes plaue cont■ct Lisa Shanklin
at Callon Construction, lnc.,P.0 .Box
7, Rialto, CA 9237, (909) 82~7545,
with the type of work you ara Interested in bidding. C.llon will have et
your dispose! Iha plans and - l f i cati ons for your review, and Juan
Olvera or Lisa will uaiat you wi th
any questions you may have.
Upon request, Celfon will also aaalat
you with any problems that may
arise in obtaining the nece1 ■ary
bonds and/or in■urance.
p.5/22
Notice Of Application For Change In
Ownership Of Alcoholic Beverage
LicenH
Tha Nama(s) of the Applicant(•)
ls/are: Boyter Kum OK
The applicants listed above are
applying to the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control to aall alcoholic beveragea at: 5523-5529 Van
Buren Blvd., Riverside, CA 92504
For the following type of License:

ll

ON-SALE GENERAL EATING PLACE
Data of Filing: 4/29/W
p.5/22

The City rasarvH tha right to reject
any end all bids and walv■ any for•
mallty In the bidding. All contrectora
will be required to comply with all
applicable Equal Opportunity laws
and regulations. The City hereby
notifies ell bidders that It w ill affirm••
tivaly ansura that, In regard to this
advartlaament, minority buslnHa
entarprlsu w i ll ba afforded full
opportunity to submit bid• In
rasponaa to thi1 Invitation and w ill
not be discriminated against on the
grounds of race, color, or national
origin in consideration for en award.
Moreover, the City will not discrimi•
nata againat any person or firm inter•
asted in providing good■ or "rvices
to the City on the baals of race, color
religion. sex, marital status, national
origin, age, veterans status or handi•
cap.
All Bidders will be raquired to hold
their original bid prices, without
change. for a period of thirty (30)
days from the date bids ara opened,
except to the extent relief is available
pursuant to Public Contract Code,
Section 5100 at. seq.

II 1he Contract cannot ba awarded
within this thirty (30) day period for
any rNaon. Iha time to award• may
be extended by mutual agreement
betwHn Iha Agency an NCh bidder.
Bidder• alacting not to extend their
ori11in11 bids more than thirty (30)
days following a requast for ertenalon by Iha A9ency shall be treated
H withdrawing their bid and will not
be conai-ad in the final -•rd. Tha
bidder may withdraw his bid without
further liability on the part of either
perty.
Tha Director of the Department of
Industrial Relations hH Hcertainad
the general prevailing rate of per
diem wagas and the general rata for
holiday and overtime work in the
locality in which the work is to be
performed for each cral1 or type of
workmen - d to execute the Contract or Worl< as harainaftar ut forth
(aae Labor Code 1770 et. uq.)
Copiu of ratea ara on f ila at Iha
office of the Agency. Copiaa shall be
made available to any lnteruied
party on request. The aucceslful Bid·
der shall _ , a copy of such determination at nch job site. Attention is
called to the fact that not lesa than
the minimum salaries and wages
shall be paid on this Project by all

CrrY OF SAN JACINTO
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF BID• 97-2
The CITY OF SAN JACINTO will
receive sealed bids in the office of
the City Clerk, 312 East Main Strffl,
San Jacinto, CA !12583, until 2:00
p.m. Tuesday, June 17, 1997 for the
Installation of Sld-alks, Handicap
Rampa, Berms & Mlscellaneou• work
at varlOUII locations In Iha city of San
JACINTO, consisting of furnishing ell
labor, technical and profeaalonal ser•
vice■, supervision, materials and
equipment, and performing all ope,.
tiona necessary and required in conformity with the requlrarnanta in the
apecffication including, but not Kmited to:
Grading and compacting, removal
and di......:._1 of axcasa m-lal, and
inat■llation pf aid-elka, handicap
rampa, curb and gutter, driveways
and traffic control.
Tha Contract Document■ and addi-

The successful bidder and his Sub(a)
will be raquirad to attend a mandate- '
ry pre-construction conference
wherein the details of construction
and Federal Requirement• will be
reviewed.

number. If forwarded by mail, the

Melaku Teshome

May 05, 1997
I hereby certi fy that this copy I• •
correct copy of the original statement
on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON.
County Clerk
FILE NO. 973228
p.5/22,5/211,6/5,6/12

Pursuant ta section 1740 of Iha cali·
fornia Labor Code. Biddera are notified that Iha uid wage rat.. shall be
aubject to modification to comply
with reviaion In Federal Minimum
Wage Schedule without neceaalty of
republlcatlon.

Notice is hereby given lo the Con•
tractor that this project is funded
through Community Block Grant

must be enclosed in another enve-

(sec. 14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on

Contrectora and Subcontrectora.

lop• ahall beu on the outalde the
name of the Bidder, hia address, and
his California Contractor's license

lope addressed ta the Agency at the
abov..aferenced addreaa. This project is funded through Community
Development Block Grant Funds.

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
The following person(•) la (are) doing
businesaH:
MEDIDENTAL ELECTRONIC CLAIM
SERVICE
P.O.Box 1676
4655 Minnier Ave. lt().18
Riverside, CA 92515

Each bid must ba submi tted in a
sealed envelope, addressed to the
Office of the City Clerk, 312 E. Main
StrNt, San Jacinto, CA 92583. Each
sealed envalopa containing a Bid

sealed envelope containing the Bid

If you are interested In aubmitting

herein.

Steve Skajem
6966Jody Ct.
Riverside, Ca 92506

of it"lf authorize Iha use In thla -

Kathleen A. Daley Howe
66116 Brockton AveJPOBox 20065
Riverside, CA 92516
This busil,aaa la conducted by
a General Partnerahlp
Re;iatrant commenced to transact
bueineaa under Iha fictitloue
busineaa name o, nam.. liatad
above on May 9, 1997
a/ Elaine R. Alvarado
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authori.. Iha UM In this state
of a fictitioua buslneas name In
violation of the rtghta of another
under federal, state, or common law
(MC.14400 et.seq,b a p code)

a/Lisa Chan
The filing of thia statement doea not
of itaelf authorize Iha use in thia atate
of a fictitious business name in

CHRIST FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
NONPROFITCORPORATION
16207 Spece Drive
Morano Valley, Ca 92551

CITY OF MURRIETA,
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
NOTICE INVITING BIOS
FOR
ADA RETROFIT IMPROVEMENTS
CONTRACT NO. 97-146
1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
City of Murrieta, Rlveraid• County.
C.lifornia, will receive ..bida up
to 2 PM, Iha 3rd day of Juna, In the
office of the City Clerk: 26442
Beckman Court, Murrieta, California,
92562, at which time aaid bids will be
publicly opened and read. Thia
project ia Federally funded and
subject to Federal Contracting, eq,_I
opportunity and labor standards.
2. All of uld work la to be performed
in accordance with Plana and
Specificati ons entitled CONTRACT •
NO. 97-146, which are available for
purchase from the Department of
Public Worka. The cost la $10.00 per
set of Plana, Specifications and
<;ontract Documents. The mailing ' "
is $10.00 per set (mail your check to
tha attention of tha Department of
Public Works referenclnq tha
Contrect No. and Name). Telephone:
(909) 698-1040 extension 202

3. The classification of Contractor'•
license required In the performance

of this Contract Is • Class A,B or C27.
4. Pursuant to the provlalona of
Section 1773 of the Labor Code or
the State of California, the City hH
obtained the general pravallin11 rate
of per diem wagas and the general
prevailing rate for holiday and
overtime work in this locality for HCh
craft, classification or type of
workman naedad to execute tha
contract from the Director of the
Department of Industrial Relation•.
Thase rain are on Iii■ with the City
Clerk. Copiaa may be obtained at
cost at Iha City Clerk'a Office, City of
Murrieta.
5. The aucceuful bidder shall ba
required to furnlah a labor and
materials bond end a faithful
performance bond in th• amount of
one hundred percent (1 on) of tha
amount of the Contract.

6. Pursuant to Section 4590 of the
Government Code of tha Stale of
California. 1ha Contract will contain
provisions permitting the auccassful
bidder to subathute NCUriti.. for any
moniea withheld by the City of
Murrieta to ensure performance
under the Contract.
7. Each bidder muat subm it tha
following documanta with its -led
bid :
Propoul
Bid Sheet
Subcontractora Ust
Statement of Technical Ability and
Experience
Bidder• Statement of Paat Contract
Disqualification•
Non-Colluaion Affidavit
Bidder's AgrHmant and Bid Bond

a. The work to be done conslata of
furniahing all matariala, aquipn,ent,
tools, labor, and Incidentals u
required by the Plans, Spaclflcllllona,
and Contract Document• for the
above atated project. The general
items of work to be done hereunder
consist
of: c onstruction of
playground equipment, ADA piay
surfaces, curb ramps, aldewalka,
handrails and appurtanancH. Bid•
must be provided for the ba" bid
and all additive alternates. Th• City
reserves Iha right to aw•d the b■aa
bid and any or all additive altarnat•
CONrDON 8-1

Bids
requested
from
quallfled
aubcontractora and suppliers for:

MBEfWBE/DBEfDVBE

Jurupa Basi n Outlet Works
at Fontana
In San Bernardino County
W.O. F0134
Bids Dua June 5, 1997 at 11 :30 AM
Tradea/Materlala requaated but are not limited to: channel and
Basin Excavation, Concrete RCB (Splllway & Channel), Concrete
Channel Inverts and Walls, Concrete Spillway Channel Inverts and
Walls, Furnish & Install Various Slzea Reinforced Concrete Pipe,
Grout Rock Rip-rap, 6' Chain Link Fencing, Asphalt Paving, Furnish
and Install, Rall & Wire Revetment, Catwalk Handrail
E.L . Yeager Construction Co., Inc.
P.O.Box87
Riverside, CA 92502-0087
(909) 684-5360 Fax (909) 788-2449
Contact: Douglas Aadland
100% performance and payment bonds wlll be niqulrad. E.L.
wlll pay the coat of bonda up to 1.5% of subcontract value.

Ya■gar
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NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

Notice la heraby given that proposals will be accepted by tha South Coast Air Quality Management District, 21165 E.
Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:

.II.ill .NII.

:r.w.

.llilllllU Conftct0c1

RFP 9596-23 Program Opportunity
Notice - Air a..11y Investment Program Fund
RFP 9697-52

Photoc:hamlc■ I

Auassmant

06--05-97 9:00 1.m.

None

06-3~97 5:00 p.m. Dr. Xinqiu Zhang
(909) 396-3158

None

OS-0.-97 1 :00 p.m. Ora Mc Ewen
(IIOII) 396-28117

Monitoring Stationa (PAMS)
Data Analyala
RFP 9697-54 Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS)

07-03-97 5:00 p.m. Connie Dey
(909) 396-3055

PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDDER'S CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE 8Y CALLING THE
CONTACT PERSON.

The RFP'• may be obtained through the internal at:
http~twww.aqmd.gov/rfp/
If you have any questlona or would like a copy of Iha RFP'e mailed to you, telephone the contact person.

TIie AQMD hereby notiflea all bidders In regard to this adverti..mant, that minority business anterprl. .a will be
afforded lull opportunity to bid _pon..a to thla Invitation. Moreover, Iha AQMD will not discriminate against biddera
on the baals of race, color, religion, u x, marital status, national origin, ega, veteran• statue or handicap. Th• AQMD
alao encourages joint venture• and aubcontracting with MBE/WBE/DVBEa.
Mildred Brown, Purchaaing Manager
.5/22

Legals/Classifieds
The Black Voice News
CONT'D FROM P·Z

implementation of the pro;ect;

bids In accordance with funds
available for this project.

from all entities and utilities with

interested in providing goods or ser•
vices to the City on the basis of
race, color religion, sex, marital st•

9. The City Council reserves the

jurisdiction; supply/upgrade applic•
bl• utililiN including, phone system,

tua, national origin, age, veterans
status or handicap.

right to reject any or all bids, to
delete portion• of the work, or to
waive any dafact or Informality In
eny bid recaivad.
10.Tha EnginHr's ulimate for
construction is $140,000.
11. All bidders mu1t attend th• pr•
bid conference scheduled for Friday,
May 23, 1997 at 9am. The mHting
will last for approximately 2 houra
and will include a tour of the project
1ites. Failure to attend this mffllng
will ruull in disqualification of
biddara. Meeting will 1Je9in promptly
at Iha Department of Public Worka
located at City Officu, 26442
Beckman Court. Meeting will
conclude with • tour of the project
sites. Bidders must provida their
own transportation to the project

secure approvals and permits

cable television, int•rior conduit
ey■tem, power, gas, water and
sewer; construct the improvements
per approved building plans and
specifications; construction shall
include any demolition necessary to
Implement the renovation, off-site

utility

improvement■, ■ idewalks,

DATED: 5.Ml.
A. Kay Vinson, City Clerk
p.5122
CITY OF SAN JACINTO
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF BID• 97·2
Tha CITY OF SAN JACINTO will
receive Haled bids In the office of
the City Clark, 312 Eul Mein Strffl,
San Jacinto, CA 92583, until 2:00
p.m. Tuesday, June 19, 1997 for the
remodel, expansion and acces■ ibili·
ty upgrade of the City Administrative
Building located at 201 E. Main
Street, in the City of San Jacinto.
Successful bidder will be required to
CITY OF SAN JACINTO
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF BID · 97-2
The CITY OF SAN JACINTO will
receive ■Hied bids in the of1ic• of
the City Clerk, 312 Eal! Main Slrffl,
San Jacinto, CA 92583, until 2:00
p.m. Tuesday, June 19, 1997 for the
remodel, expanlllon and acce..ibility upgrade of the City Administrative
Building located at 201 E. Main
StrHt, In Iha City of San Jacinto.
Succ■aaful bidder wtll be required to
fumlah all labor. technical and prof eaalonal service■, ■ up1rvi1ion,
materials and aqulpmant, and perform all operations nec111ary and
required In conformity with the
raqulramanta of the City including,
but not limited to:
Duignldavalop plana for th•

All Bidders will be required to hold
their original bid pricH, without
change, for a period of thirty (30)
days from the date bids are opened,
except to the ex1ent relief is avail•
able pursuant to Public Contract

drives, ■ nd any landscaping; and
minimize disruption of current oper-

If the Contract cannot be awarded
within this thirty (30) day period for

ations at the facility.

any reason, the time to award may
be extended by mutual agrHment
betwffn the Agency an uch bidder.

The Contract Document ■ and addi•
tional information for bidders may
be examined at the following loc•
tion:

Community Development
201 East Main Strffl
San Jacinto, CA
(909) 487-7330
FWDodge
202 E. Aiport Dr.
San Barn■ rdino, CA
Each bid must be submitted in •
aealed envelope, addressed to the
Office of the City Clerk, 312 E. Main
Street, San Jacinto, CA 92583. Each

sealed envelope containing a Bid
must be plainly marked on the out•
side

u

CIIY ADMINISTRATIVE

.llll.lLDJ.Wi.

The envelope shall bear
on the outside the name of Iha Bid-

der, hia addreaa1 and his California
contractor's licanH number. If for-rded by mail, the sealed envelope
containing the Bid must be enclosed
in another envelope addressed to
the Agency al the above-referenced
address.
Copies of the Contract Documents

may be obtained at the office of the
Community Development Oepart•
menl, 20t E. Main Street, San Jacinto, CA 92583. There will be a $5.00
non-refundable payment for each
bid document set. All requests for
the Contract Documents must be
accompanied by check or money
order. Check should be made
payable lo th■ CITY OF SAN JACINTO.
Interested bidders are required to
attend a mandatory pr•bid meeting
on Jun■ 5, 1997 at 2 :00 P.M. at 201 E.

Bidders electing not to ex1end their
original bids more than thirty (30)
days following a requastlfor ax1enaion by the Agency shall ~ treated
as withdrawing their bid and will not
be considarad in the final award. The
bidder may withdraw his bid without
further liability on the part of ailher
party.

will be required to comply with all
applicable Equal Opportunity laws
end ragulatlona. Tha City hereby
notifin all bidders that It will efflr•
m ■tively ensure that, In regard to
this advertisement, minority business enterprises will be afforded full
opportunity to submit b i ds In
response to this invitation and will
not be discriminated against on the
grounds of race, color, or national
origin In consideration for an award.
Moreover, the City will not discrim~
nate against any person or firm

Contract Documents, including
Plana and Spacial Proviaiona, but
not Including the Standard PlaM or

fomia 91720, up to Iha hour of 3:00

Standard Specifications, may be

p .m . on June 5th, 1997, at which
time they will be publicly opened
and read, in the Conference Room,
for performing the work as follows:

obtained from th■ Public Work■
Department, City Hall, 815 W. Sixth
StrHI, Corona, California, 91720.
(109) 73&-2259, fore non-refundable
,_ of $25.00 or will be mailed upon
raceiving a $35.00 check.

MAGNOLIA MEDIANS PHASE 2
Paving, Irrigation & Landscape
Project No. 433-7519

The City resarvN

holiday and overtime work In the
locality in which the work I• to be
performed for each craft or type of
workmen ne1d1d to execute the
Contract or Work as hereinafter set
forth (■ff Labor Code 1770 et. aaq.)
Copies of rates are on file at the
office of the Agency. Copies shall be
made aveilable to any interestedparty on request. The successful Bidder
shell post a copy of such determination at each job site. Attention is
c·a11ed to the fact that not less than
the minimum salaries and wages
shell be paid on this Project by all
Contractors and Subcontractors.
Pursuant to section 1740 of the C.lifomia Labor Code, Bidders are noti·
fied that the said wage rates shall be
subject to modificeti on to comply
with revision in Federal Minimum
Wege Schedule without necessity of
republication.
The successful bidder and his
Sub(s) wiil ·b• required to attend a
mendatory pre-construction confer•
ence wherein the details of con •
atruction and Federal Requirements
will be reviewed.
Notice is hereby given to the Con•
tractor that this project ia funded
through Community Block Grant
Funds and the Contractor and his
Sub(s) are required to comply with
111 their requirements.
p.5122
SECTION 1.1
of
PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTS

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will be
received at the office of the City
Clerk, Ci ty Hall , 815 West Sixth

th■

right to reject

any and ell bids, to waive any Irregu-

No bid will be accepted uni•• It is
made on the Bidder's Proposal form
furnished by the Owner. Each bid
must be accompanied by cash or a
certified caahier'a check, or Bidder's
Bond on the bond form provided by
the Owner, payable to the City of
Corona, in an amount equal to 1 O
percent of the amount of the bi d,
auch guarani•• to be forfeited
ahould the bidder to whom the Contract and provide the required Per•
formanca and Payment Bonda and
Cartific:ate(s) of Insurance w ithin ten
(10) calendar days altar the date of
receipt of notice of award of Iha con-

larity or informality In any bid to the
utMlt permitted by law, or to award
the contract to other than the 1 - t
bidder. Bidders may not withdraw
their bida for sixty (60) day■ after the
llid opening. For technical inform•
lion relating to the datlllls of th• propoaed project and/or bidding
requirements, please fax que1tiona
to Jonathan Jones, the Senior Park
Planner, at (909) 73&-2491.
DIEDRE' LINGENFELTER, City Clerk
of the City of Corona, California
Datad: 5/8/97
p.5115,5/22

The Owner ia required to observe
requirement ■ for public bid and
incorporate auch requirements into
the Construction Contract Docu-

SECTION I

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIP
Th• City of Perris will receive -lad
bids at the office of the Ci ty Clark,
155 East StrHI, Suite 1220, Parris,
California, 92570 until 10:00 am on
Thuraday, 12 June 1997, at which
lime all bids will be publicly opened
and reed aloud in the City Council

ments. The following paragraphs
ahall then form a part of the Con-

Ch■ mbera

struction Contract, be it

The City of Corona hes obtained
from the Director of the Department

DOWNTOWN
AREA
STREET
IMPROVEMENTS, all in accordance
with the plans, apecification1, special provisions. and other contract

of Industrial Relations Iha general

documents.

prevailing rate of per diam wages
and the general prevailing rate for
holiday and overtime work In the
locality where the work will be conducted. Said rat■a are on file with
the City Clerk· and will be made
available to any interested party on

Specifications may be obtained from
lhe City Clark's Office for a nonNfundable fH of $30.00 (or $40.00 if
mailed) per HI. The Agancy
_,,rves the right to reject any bid,

-••dad.

for the following:

waive any and all irregularities in

reque~. The Contractor to whom the

bidding and to make the award in

Contract is awarded must post

luch a mann. as it deams right and

of the prevailing wage rate at

proper in the best lnterut of the

the job site, and muat ■H that he
and ell subcontractors are paying
said rates.

Agency so impaired or destroyed
thereby and also ao long a ■ auch
waiver worka no prejudice to the

·copies

right■

All bid1 we to be compared on the
basis of the EnglnMr'a estimate of
quantities of work 10 be dona, sub•
ject to adjustment as provided with·
in the Contract Document■.

Sub(■) ••• required to comply with
all their requirement■•

Contractor's attention is directed to
Section in reference to Mobilization
and Traffic Control.

NOTICE INViTING BIDS
FOR THE
CITY OF CORONA
Wal■ r1in• Installation

in

Alco■

Circle

Informal Project No. 12-597
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will be
received at the office of the City
Clark, City Hell , 815 Weal Sixth
st-I, Corona, California 91720, on
behalf of the Owner, City of Corona,
815 Wut Sixth Streat , Corona ,
California 91720, up to the hour of
10:00 AM. Monday June 16, 1997, at
which time they will be publicly
opened and read, In seld office, for
performing the work as follows:
Waterline Installation In

CITY OF PERRIS
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

A payment and a Parform■nce Bond,
aach In an amount equal to 100 percent of the 1otal contract amount,
shall be required concurranlly with
execution of the contract and shall
be in Iha form HI forth in the Construction Contrect Document■•

Notice la hereby given to the Contractor that thla project is funded
through Community Block Grant
Fund• and the Contractor and hie

p.5122,5/29

tract.
The Director of the Department of
Industrial Relations has ascertained
the general prevailing rate of per
diem wages and the general ra1e for

Main atreet, San Jacinto, CA 92583.
The City reserve■ th■ right to reject
any and all bide and waive any formality In the bidding. All contractors

Str•t, Corona, California 91720, on
behalf of the Owner, City of Corona,
815 Weal Sixth StrNI, Corona, Cali-

Code, Section 5100 at. aaq.

parking improvements, access

aites.
THIS PROJECT IS FEDERALLY
FINANCED
BY
THE
U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT (Z4 CFR,
PART 57) AND SUBJECT TO
CERTAIN
REQUIREMENTS
INCLUDING PAYMENT OF FEDERAL
PREVAILING WAGES, COMPLIANCE
WITH "SECTION 3" AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION
REQUIREMENTS,
EXECUTIVE ORDER 111246 AND
OTHERS. THE AFOREMENTIONED
ARE DESCRIBED IN THE "SPECIAL
FEDERAL PROVISION" SECTION OF
THE BID DOCUMENT. ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS IS ON
FILE WITH THE COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE'S
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY.

Thursday, May 22, 1997
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Project No. 12-597
No bid will be accepted unless it is
made on the Bidder's Proposal form
furnished by th■ Owner. Each bid
must be accompanied by cash or a
certified cashier'• check, or Bidder'•
Bond on Iha bond form provided by
the owner, payable to Iha City of
Corona, in an amount equal to 10
percent of the amount of the b id,
such guarantee to be forfeited
should the b i dder to whom, the
Contract Is awarded fall to enter Into
the Contract and prov ide the
required Performance and Payment
Bonda and Certificata (s ) of
Insurance within ten {10) calendar
days after the date of receipt of
notice of •-•d of the Contract.

No bid will be accepted from a Con·

and correct. Failure to provida Ihle
information provided is true and correct. Failure to provide this inform•
lion under penalty of perjury that

fomla on the date and at the time of
submittal of the Bidder'■ Propo..1.
Contractor ahall have • valid 04 A."',
"B" contractors licenae or a combi·
nation of apacialty Cl••• " C" licens·
ea sufficient to cover all of the work
to be performed by him/her.

the information provided ia true and
correct. Failure to provide this lnfor•
mation under penalty of perjury
rendera the bid non-responaive, and
the Stat■ of California BusinN■ and
Profasaion1 Code, Section 7028.15,
provide• that the bid must be reject•

All bids are to be compared on t he
baai a of the EnginHr'a estimate of
quantiti es of work to be done,
subject to adjustment •• provided
within the Contract Document■ •
No bid will be accepted from a
Contractor who la not licensed In
accordance with provisions of

The City th■ right lo reject
any and all bids, to waive any
Irregularity or Informality In any bid
to th■ ax1ant permitted by law, or to
award the contract to other t han the
low■ 1t b l ddar. Bidder ■ may no,
withdraw their bids for sixty (60)
days alter the bid opening.

For technical Information !'9latlng 10
Iha details of the propoHd project
Md/or bidding requirements pleas■
contact Joe lndrawan, th■ Project
Manager, at (909) 73&-2248.
Dated 5/111197
Joseph R Palencia
Director of Public Works
p.5/22

The Colton Joint Unified School
District is seeking applicants for
a variety of certified and
classified positions.
The District is proud to offer:
Competitive Salaries
Excellent Benefits Package
Supportive Working Environment
The District is an equal opportunity employer.
Call the District's Job Line for current openings:

(909) 876-4082

ed.

A

The City of Corona hu obtained
from the Director of the Department
of Industrial Relation■ the general
prevailing rate of per diem wages
and the general prevailing rate for
holi day and overtime work in th•
locality where the work will be
conducted, Said ratea are on f ile
with the City Clerk and will be mad■
available to any Interested party on
request, The Contractor lo whom t he
Contract is awarded must post
copies of the prevailing wage rate at
the job site, and must H• that ha
and all subcontractors are paying
said rates.

Contract Documents, Including
Plana and Special Provi sions, but
not including the Standard Plans or
Standard Spec if i cations, may be
obt ained from the Public Works
Department, City Hall 815 W. Sixth
Strffl, Corona, California, 91720,
(909) 736-2259, for a non-refundable
fH of $26.00 or will be mailed upon
racaiving • $30.00 check.

Pursuant to Section 22300 of the
Public Contract Code of the State of
California, t he contract will contain
provisions permitting the successful
bidder to sub1tituUt securities tor

Each bidder on a public works contract must list In the bidding docu-

tractor who ia not licenaed In accordance with provision, of Chapter 9,
Division 3, of the Bual""8 end Profusions Code of the State of Call-

The Owner ia raquirad to obHrve
raqulrem•nts for public bid and
incorporate such requirements, into
the
Conatruction
Contract
Documents.
Th•
following
paragraphs shall then form a part of
the Conatruction Contract, be it
awarded.

Chapter 9, Division 3, of the
Buainesa and Profeasiona Code of
the State of Californi a o n the date
and at the time of submittal of t he
Bidder's Proposal. Contractor shall
have a valid Ci■H ' A' Contract or's
License or a combination of
specially Ciao 'C' licansu
aufficient to cover all of the work to
be performed by him/her,

Payment Bond and a Performance
Bond, Heh in an amount equal to
100 percent of the total contract
amount,
shall
be required
concurrently with executi on of the
contract and shall be In the form set
forth in the Construction Contract
Documents.

of the public.

ffients hia contractor·• licenH number and the expiration data, and
muat ■wear under penalty of perjury
that the Information provided ia true

any monies withheld by the owner to
insure performance under the
Contract to have payment of
retention earned made to an
approved escrow agent at the
expense of the auccea■ ful bidder.
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BABY S BEST CHANCE AT A
WONDERFUL LIFE ST ARTS WITH
GENERATIONS OF CARING.
Get prenatal care or tell someone how important it can he.
A s African American women, we are the backbone o f our community and
its future. That's why if you know someon e who is pregnant, you can help
bring a healthy new generation into t h e world -- share the wisdom of
generations past.
Encourage her to take care of h erself by not drinking, smoking or doing
drugs, And most important, encourage her to see a d octor early and
continuously throughout her pregnancy. Her baby's life may depend
o n it.

.,
There are state programs that can help. For more information
about prenatal care and oth er services, call yo ur local B lack
Infant Health Program:

RiverBiJe County Black Infant Health Program
1-800-794-4814

We're in this together.

\

